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In this Issue
Handheldcalculatordesignsalwaysseemto requirethe expertapplication
of a broadervariety of disciplinesthan other productdesigns.perhaps it's
the challengeof buildingmore and more capabilityinto a severelylimited
volume.In this respect,this month'ssubjects,the Hp-1gC BusinessConsultant and the HP-28C ScientificProfessionalCalculator,are typical. Their
design story has interestingaspectsnot only in circuitdesign and firmware
development,but also in materials,packaging,operatingsystem design,
algorithms,user interfacedesign,displaytechnology,and ergonomics.
three differentlabels,so the designersadded more keys, and the packageopens to revealtwo
keyboardsside by side. How do you reliablyconnectthe two halvesof the electronicsthrougha
rotatinghinge?See the mechanicaldesign paperon page 17. Businessuserswant to customize
their calculatorswithoutprogramming,so the HP-18Chas softkeymenusand the Solve interface,
which lets you type in an equationalgebraicallyusing any convenientvariablenames and then
solve for an unknownvariableby pressingthe softkeylabeledwith its name (page 4). While the
HP-18Cis algebraic,the HP-28Cstilluses RPN,the programminglanguageof earlierHp scientific
calculators,but the languagehas been extendedto include symbolicentry of variablesand a
variety of data types (page 11). Behind these advancedfeaturesof both calculatorsis a new
operatingsystem developedespeciallyfor handheldcalculators.CalledRPL, it has similaritiesto
both Lisp and Forth (page 21). For solving equations,the iterativesolver of earlier HP scientific
calculatorshas been augmentedwith a direct solver and implementedin both the Hp-18C and
the HP-28C.The solverfirst tries to solve a user's equationby algebraicoperations.lf it can't, it
uses trial-and-error
methods(page30).
You'll find the electronicdesignof these new calculatorsdescribedin the paperson pages 25
and 34. ln a future issue,we'll have papers on the calculators'accessoryprinterand its infrared
interface,and on the manufacturingprocess.
-R. P. Dolan

What's Ahead
Next month's issue is another in our series devoted to the new HP PrecisionArchitecture.
Three papers will describe the design and developmentof the processorchip set for the first
VLSI implementationof the architecture,and two papers will describesystem processingunits
that use this chip set. One of the SPUs is for the HP 9O0OModel 850 and HP 3000 Series 950
Computers,and the other is for the HP 9000 Model 825.

to editing. Letters should be addressed tor Edltor, Hewlett-Packard Journal, 3200 Hillview Avenue, Palo Atto, CA 94304. U.S.,o..
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A HandheldBusinessConsultant
The latestmodelin HP'sline of calculatorsdesignedfor
features
a menu-driven
andfinancialapplications
business
userinterfaceforselectinganyof itsmanybuilt-infunctions
or customequationsenteredby the user.
by Susan L. Wechsler
P'S BUSINESS CONSULTANT (Fig. r) is an advanced handheld calculator that combinesmany ol
the most popular featuresof the earlierHP-12Cwith
enhancements such as a menu-driven user interface, customization without programming, a four-line dot-matrix
display, and an infrared transmitter for sending data to an
optional cordless printer. Because the Business Consultant
uses the same CPU as the HP-718 Handheld Computer,l
its financial calculations run at Ieast 15 times faster than
those on the HP-12C.
The major applications (menus) contained in the HP-18C
Business Consultant are (see Fig. 2):
I FIN-time value of money, cash flow analysis, interest
conversions
I Bus-percent change, percent total, markup
r suM-running
total, one-variable statistics, forecasting
with one of four models
r lME-date
arithmetic, running clock with the ability to
set up to six alarms
I SOLVE-new way for users to solve their own special
problems without programming.

What makes this product special is its easeof use. The
popularity of the HP-rZC told us that its feature set met
customerneeds,and yet we were confident that there were
ways we could improve the usability of those features.To
discover how, we contactedour customersthrough focus
panels on both coastsof North America, and our contingent
of sales representativesoverseas.The response guided
many aspectsof the design of the businessconsultant.
Localization
From outsidethe United Statescamesignificantfeedback
regarding localization. Many people wanted a calculator
that communicatesin their primary (or perhapsonly) language.To do this, every messageand softkey label was put
into a single table, thus eliminating the possibility of overlooking a messageduring the translation process.The idea
of a singletable, as opposedto stringsscatteredthroughout
ROM space,appealedto us for financial reasonsalso. To
expedite release of the product, the HP-1BC'soperating
system was initially stored in two 32K-byteROM chips. It
was highly desirableto be able to accomplish localization

Fig. 1. The HP-IBC Buslness
Consultantis HP's latesthandheld
calculator designed for busmess
and financial applications. lt features several built-in applications
accessed by a menu-driven user
inrcrtace,an equationsolver,algebriac entry of formulas without the
need for programming,and an infrared transmitterfor sendino data
to an optional printer.
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by replacing only one of thesetwo chips. By ensuring that
the messagetable did not cross a chip boundary, we were
able to meet this goal. So far, the BusinessConsultanthas
been localized in German,French, Italian, and Spanish.
Softkey Menus
Many people in our target market disliked keyboards
clutteredwith labels.We did not want to sacrificefunctionality to addressthis concern, so instead we added more
keys, both physical and virtual. The physical keys were
added by providing a secondkeyboard,using a clamshell
packagedesign.The virtual keys were addedby incorporating a menu-driven interface, using six softkeys that are
positioned directly beneaththe display. Thereare no labels
on these six keys. Instead,their functionality is indicated
by the labels shown directly above them. For example,to
get to the percent changeapplication, the user pressesthe
softkey labeled BUS(Fig. 2a), which brings up a choice of
MU%C,and MUzp. Pressingthe
four menus: %CHG,"/oTOTL,
softkeylabeled%cHGputs the user into the percentchange
menu.
The Business Consultant is Hewlett-Packard's first
menu-driven calculator,The menu schemewas notfree-it
came at a cost of approximately 5% of the ROM space.A
menu table and corresponding menu handler had to be
constructedto handle the changingexecutionaddressand
ASCII string bound to each softkey, and to deal with the
idiosyncrasiesof each menu.
Peopleare emphatic about wanting a calculatorthat they
can learn to use by merely pressing the keys. They want
an operatingenvironment that is intuitive and consistent.
So, the Business Consultant provides help messagesto
guide the userthrough the various applications,and within
any application, the same interface produces answers
quickly and simply. This generalizedinterfacesucceedsin
providing one consistent method for solving problems
throughout the machine. It is the sameas the top-row-key
interface (Fig. 3) used to solve time-value-of-moneyproblems on the HP-38Cand HP-12C.On theseearlierHP financial calculators,the n, i, PV, PMT,and FV keys provided a
great "what-if?" tool for time-value-of-moneyproblems
such as loans, savings,and leasing.To store a value into
the number-of-periodsregister,the userkeys in the desired
value and pressesthe n key. After storing values into four

of the five variables,the user simply pressesthe key corresponding to the unknown variable to solve for its value.
In this fashion, any variablecan be derived after values are
assignedto the other four variables.
Through the use of the six softkeys positioned directly
beneaththe HP-18C'sdisplay,the BusinessConsultantuser
can bring up various built-in application menus that make
use of the sametop-row-key interface.When a given application is in effect,its variablenamescome up in the display
directly abovethe associatedsoftkeys.We call this generalized top-row-key interfacethe Solve interface.Built-in applications that use the Solve interface are listed in Table
I, along with their associatedsoftkey labels.
Table I
HP-l8C ApplacationsUsing Solve Intertace

Softkey Labels

Application
Timevalueof money:
lnterestrateconversions:
Percentchange:
Percentof total:
Markupas percentof cost:
Markupas percentof price:
Daysbetweentwo dates:

PMT FV
N
loloYR PV
NOM% EFF% P
NEW YOCH
OLD
TOTAL PART %T
COST PRICE M%C
COST PRICE M%P
DATE1 DATE2 DAYS

Using this standardized interface, functions that traditionally have been confusing to use on previous calculators
become extremely intuitive. Two such functions are percent change and percent of total. To determine what percentage 17.5 is of 62, press BUS and then press %TOTL. The
display shown in Fig. 4a appears. Then, pressing keys 6 7
TOTAL 1 7.5 PART %Tresultsinthe displayshowninFig. 4b.
As can be seen from Fig. ab, the Solve interface has been
further enhanced by adding the labeling of values. When
a value is stored in a variable, a confirmation consisting

TtlTltL*6F, t*i}
FFIF:T=
1F. S*
l.;;T[r'IfrL.*il6" I ;;:
ffiiffiirs$Hffiffiiffi
Fig. 3. Top-row-keyinterfacefor solving time-value-of-money
problemson HP-l2C Calculator.On the HP-18C,thetop-rowkey interface has become a more generalized softkey structure where the key labels are displayed on the bottom of the
displayabove the keys.
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Fig. 4. Use of the HP-18C'ssoftkey user rnterface,(a) o/oToTL
menu of BUSapplication. (b) Answer to determining what
percentageof 67 a value of 17.5 is.

Cash Flow Analysis Using the HP-IBC
An investorhas an opportunityto purchasea piece of property
for $100,000.Yearly cash flows are anticipatedas indicated in
Table l, and the investorexpectsto be able to sell the property
wouldlikean 11.5%return.
for$120,000in 10 years.Theinvestor
Table I
Year
1
2
3
4
5

Cash Flow
$15,000
12,000
12,000
12,OO0
10,000

Year
6
7
8
I
10

Cash Flow
$10,000
9,500
9,500
9,500
120,000

Press the rtru softkeyon the HP-1BCto access its financial
applicationmenuand then pressthe cFLo softkeyto selectcash
flow analysis.Then press keys 1 0 0 0 0 0 +/- |NPUT.The screen
shownin Fig.1a appears,promptingtor thefirstflowin theseries.
A promptis also givenfor the numberof timesa particularflow
occurs,simplifyinggroupedflow entry.
gives the displayshownin Fig.
Pressingkeys 1 5 o 0 0 TNPUT

1b. Note that the > symbol has migrated down to the TIMES
prompt. Note also the 1.00in the calculatorline.Thisvalue is put
in the calculatorline whenevera flow is entered,so that if a flow
key must be pressed to enter the
occurs once, only the TNPUT
numbero1occurrences.Thisfeaturewas added so that the interface for simple cash flow problemswouldn't pay a penaltyfor
the ease of use introducedfor grouped cash flow problems.
PressingTNPUT
causesthe screenshownin Fig.1c to appear.
To finishenteringthe data,press:
l2OOOINPUT3INPUT
lOOOOINPUT2INPUT
95OOINPUT3INPUT
l2OOOOINPUTINPUT
To calculatenet presentvalueand internalrateof return,press
the softkeylabeledcALc. The screenshown in Fig. 1d appears.
To input the desired rate of return,press I 1 . 5 l"/..To get the
net presentvalue,press NPVand the HP-18CdisplaysNPV:
2,914.83.
To calculatethe internalrate of return,press lRRu",ob: 12.01.
taininga displayedresultof tRR"/.

*FLfil'{t 3}*r

#TIl'tE.$*
l. sfi
ffiffiffi$ffistrfiffinEffi

Flfit{{ 1i=15r tltllj" t]ltl
l'*T I l'lHS=1
l, *#
|ErrffffiIIffiTflHrf,{H$rfl

I:I HEEI'HTITil *ftLT:ULftTH

Ftl'.1* l4Fti'
r.rr-r$;o
f Tfi**

tisHH$ffiffi ffiffi ffiffi #.#sn|Er#|r

Fig. 1. HP-1BCdisplaysfor cash flow analysisexample.(a) Prompt displayfor frrstcash flow
entry (b) Afterf irst entry of 15,000 is input, the display prompts for the number of times entry
occurs. A value of 1.00 is displayed as a default value. (c) Presslng the INPUTkey prompts for
the next entry @) After completing the cash flow entries,pressrng the cALc softkey gives this
display. Entering the desired interestvalue and presslng the t% key then allows calculation ot
the net present value, net uniform serles, or net future value.

of the variable name and its value is shown in the display.
In the percent change application, pressing 1 0 OLD I 5
NEW %cH results in the display shown in Fig. 5. Whenever
a variable is recalled, stored, or solved for, a confirmation
is given. The Business Consultant maintains a history stack
of the last four such confirmations given. Up to three can
be viewed at a time; the fourth is easily accessed via the
scrolling keys f and J. The idea of labeling results is
special to the Business Consultant.
Data entry for cash flow analysis, running total, and statistics is simplified by conceptualizing this data as number

lists. The user is prompted for each item in the list. Using
the scroll keys, the user can move up and down through
the list for reviewing or editing, and with a singlekeystroke,
items in the list can be inserted or deleted. Becausethe
list can be named, several lists can exist in memory at a
time (the exact number is limited only by availablememory). The examplein the box aboveillustratesthe simplicity
with which data can be enteredfor cash flow analvsis.
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The Equation Solver Menu in the HP-IBC
The user programminglanguageof the HP-18CBusinessConsultantis equations.The usertypes in an equationusingvariable
namesof the user'schoice, traditionalalgebraicoperators,and
any of the HP-18C'sbuilt-inset of advancedmathematicalfunctions and conditionalexpressions.Severalequationscan be entered in the HP-18C,the numberlimitedonlyby availablememory. A name can be typed at the beginningof each equationto
identifyit for futurerecall.An equationis selectedfrom the stored
list by movinga displaypointerup and down the listof equations.
When the pointer points to the desired equation,pressing the
cALc menu key causesthe HP-1BC to interpretthe equationand
bring up the variable names as softkey labels at the bottom of
the HP-18C'sdisplay. The associatedsoftkeys,or menu keys,
belowthe displayare used to storeand calculatesolutronsusing
the relationshipsin the equation.The user enters values for all
but one of the variablesand the HP-lBC solvesfor the unknown
variable.
The programmingcharacteristicsof the equation solver are
enhancedby 26 advancedfunctionsand conditionalexpressions
that can be used in formulatingan equation.Whiletrigonometric
functionsare not provided,naturaland base-10logarithms,factorial,absolutevalue,minimum,maximum,pi, integerpart,fractionalpart, roundingand truncation,modulo,sign, and square
root are available. Another six functions soecific to finance
mathematicsareavailableas are date and delta-daysfunctions.
As a simple example,consider a formulathat expressesthe
economicsof performinga tune-upon an automobileengine:

scroll-downkeys t and | . The RAM in the HP-18Cis sufficient
to storeaboutten equationsof the lengthand numberof variables
illustratedby the tune-upexample above.
Direct Solution
The advantageof the HP-18C'sequationsolveras a programming languageis evident---oneequationwith n variablesdoes
the work of n traditionalprograms writtento solve for a single
varrableas a functionof the n - 1 other variables.The equation
solversolvesdirectlyfor anyvariablethatmeetsallof thefollowing
conditions:
r Appears only once in the equation
I Does not appear as an exponent
I Involvesonlythe operatorsfor addition,subtraction,multiplication,division,and exponentiation
r The only functions,if any, in which the variableappearsare
seven specificallyidentifiedfunctionssuch as logarithm,inverse logarithm,and square root.
These conditionsare met for coST. PRTGEGAS.
in
and BEMTLES
the example above.
Iterative Solution
The variablesMpcBEFoREand MBGAFTER
in the examole do
not meet the above conditionsfor direct solution.The solution

+ (MPGAFTERMPGBEFORE)
X MPGAFTER
COSTx MPGBEFORE
: BEMILES
+ PRICEGAS
The equationincludesfive variables:cost of the tune-up,miles
per gallon before and after the tune-up, price per gallon of
gasoline,and break-evenmiles-the numberof milesat which
the cost of the tune-upis recoveredby the benefitof the reduced
gasolineconsumption.
A user "programs" the HP-18Cto solve the above equation
by pressingthe SoLVEmenu key, typing in the equation(Fig.,
'1a),
and then pressingthe cALc menu key.Whenthe cALc menu
key is pressed,the keys are customizedto the above equation.
The variable-widthcharacterfont for the softkeylabelsallowsup
to five charactersof the variablenameto show as a label.In this
case, the labels are coST, MpcB, MPGA,PRrcE,and BEMI(Fig.
.1
b). However,when a variablename appears as a resultin the
other lines of the display,the completevariablename is disprayeo.
Solvingthis problemparallelsthatfor solvingproblemsusing
the built-infunctionsof the machine.A solutioncan be calculated
for each of the variables in the equation,given values for the
othervariables.A quickexampleusingthe tune-upformulais to
key in 28 and press the softkey labeled MPGB,key in 33 and
press softkeyMpcA, key in 0.839 and press pRrcE,and key in
15000 and press BEM|.Then press cosT to solve the equation
(Fig.1c), the cost of a tune-up
and see displayedcoST=68.10,
thatwouldpay for itselfby improvedgasolinemileagefor 15,000
miles.lf the tune-upcost is $85, key it in, presscosT, and then
press BEMIto see displayedBEMILES:18,722.29,
the numberof
miles that must be driven to break even on a tune-up costing
$85 and improvingmileagefrom 28 to 33 milesper gallon.
Otherequationscan be typed in just as easily.Eachadditional
formulais added to the formulalist in continuousmemory.You
can see and select each formulabv usino the scroll-uoand
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Fig. 1. Displays during solution of tune-up cost study. (a)
Entry of tune-up cost equation.(b) PressingcALc key asslgns
labels to softkeys as shown. (c) Break-even cost for 15,000
miles with mileage improved from 28 to 33 mpg.

for eitherof thesevarlablesin the equationsolverusesan iterative
search process.The process systematicallyvariesthe value of
the subjectvariableuntilthe valueof the left side of the equation
equals the value of the right side of the equation.While this
search is taking place, the value used for each iterationis displayedto give the usera senseof the progresstowarda solution.
The user can start a search using one or two estimatesof the
solution;otherwise,
defaultvaluesare used.
Becausethe iterativesolutionis numericalratherthan analytic,
and because an arbitraryvariablein an arbitraryequationmay
have one solution,more than one, or no solution,Ihe HP-IBC
BusinessConsultantOwner'sManualdescribessomeanomalies
that the user might encounter,as well as proceduresfor learning

soLVE Application
We were told that most users of financial and business
calculators do not want to be bothered with programming
in the traditional sense. But at the same time, there was
no consensus by any focus panel as to desired functions.
Clearly some form of customization was called for, but not
in the guise of programming. The SOLVEapplication addresses this need. It incorporates the same unknown-variable solution concept that was generalized for the built-in
applications, but extends it a step farther. The user types
in an equation that describes a particular problem. Several
variables can be used (the number is limited only by available memory), and each variable name can have up to 10
characters. At the press of a key, the equation is interpreted,
and the variable names are extracted and used to label the
softkeys. Here, as elsewhere in the machine, when variable
names are assigned to the softkeys, the same Solve interface
is in effect. The user keys in values for all but one of the
variables, then presses the key corresponding to the unknown variable to solve for it. This ability to enter equations
and then solve for different variables is known as the Equation Solver, a feature new to handheld calculators. [See
box on page B for more details and an example of the use
of the Equation Solver.l
Of all the decisions made by the design team regarding
the user interface, the one that was by far the most difficult
(as well as the most controversiaU was the one that made
the HP-1BC operation algebraic, rather than RPN. But, a
thorough survey told us that an algebraic HP financial calculator would appeal to new users, and algebraic notation
is consistent with the Equation Solver interface.
Print Option
We repeatedly heard that a printer would be a welcome
peripheral for our business/financial calculators. So, available as an option is the HP B224OA Infrared Printer that
receives data from the Business Consultant via an infrared
beam, thus eliminating the need for wires between calculator and printer. AII variables and data associated with
a particular application can be printed out, whether it be
an amortization schedule or the variable values associated
with a user-input equation. In TRACEmode, every keystroke
is printed to provide a complete record of what the user
has done.

values that might indicatemlnimum,maximum,or undefined
pointsin the equation.
Conventions
There are a few conventionsthat the user must learn to type
in generalalgebraicequations.
Forexample,thereareno implied
operators(Z -- 3Y must be typed Z : 3xy), and there are no
subscriptsor superscripts
(Y cubed must be typed v^s).
Paul Swadener
Development
Engineer
HandheldComputerand CalculatorOperation

RPL
The Business Consultant is one of the first HP calculators
(the HP-ZBC being the other) that has a major portion of
its operating system written in a high-level language-RPl.
This assisted us in reaching our ease-of-use goal. It allowed
us to prototype user interface changes quickly in response
to focus panel feedback and to test the newly implemented
modifications. Ironically, programming in a high-level language also provided us with one of our major implementation challenges-minimizing
response time. In many cases,
this meant careful review of RPL code to see where the
code could be optimized. In critical areas it meant rewriting
some sections in assembly code.
Throughout the design of the Business Consultant, we
were confronted with the delicate balance between advanced functionality and ease of use. We devised ways to
provide the functionality without sacrificing the product's
short learning curve. Some of the techniques we use to
accomplish this are displaying numerous help messages,
asking for confirmation when attempts are made to clear
significant amounts of data, using the top-row-key interface
and history stack throughout the machine's many applications, and providing an easy mechanism for entering and
modifying data.
Acknowledgments
I would like to acknowledge the rest of the software
development team. Stan Blascow wrote all the math
routines, with the exception of the solver, Pam Raby was
responsible for the time application, Bruce Stephens developed the low-level code that interfaces directly to the
hardware, such as the display driver, printer, and self-test
software, Paul McClellan wrote the numeric solver. and
Charlie Patton, Bob Miller, Gabe Eisenstein. and Laurence
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Fig, 5. Answer to percent change problem given in text
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History and Inspiration of the Solve Interface
The equationsolverconcept and interfacefor the HP-18Cand
HP-28CCalculatorswere developedone eveningaftermidnight
in an effortto avoidthe boredomof debuggingthe HP-71Handheld Computer'sCircuitAnalysisPac.
I was attemptingto solve an equation by hand to determine
whetherthe resultsof the Pac were correct.Afterthree attempts
and three different resultswith the same equation,I decided
anotherapproach was needed. Using the HP-71 and its Math
Pac, I wrotea smallfunctionto representthe equationand solved
for the equation'sroots using the FNRooTfunction.At first,this
seemed to be as difficult as using the pencil-and-paperapproach. The variable in question needed to be isolated and
pointed at, and the function needed to be in a specific form.
AlthoughI had used this featurebefore,it was necessaryto read
the manualagainto rememberhowto do it. But once the function
was completed,the rootswere found quickly.
Once the mechanicswere understood,it seemed simple to
repeat the process with other equations.While experimenting
with this structure,it became clear that the abilityto select any
variable easily would be very useful.Then the same equation
could be solved readilyfor any of its variables.
PaulSwadenerimplementeda versionthat would accomplish
this on severalHP calculators.The variablewas usuallyselected
by specifyinga numbercorrespondingto the occurrenceof the
variable as it mapped to a register in an RPN program that
representedthe equation. He also accomplished this in the
BASIC language by using subscripted arrays in place of the
simplevariablesof the equations.The interfacealloweda number
to specify the requiredsubscript.
What seemedto be missingat this pointwas an intuitiveinterface that could be used easilywithoutburdeningthe user with
the mechanicsor strict requirementsof the operating system.
This interfaceshould allow the user to enter any equationand
solve for any unknownwithin that equationwithout requiringa
manualeach time the interfacewas used. lt should supportany
additionaloperationthat would contributeto using the results
obtainedfrom the equation.The interfaceshould also reassure
the user that the appropriatekeys had been pressed and that
the specified answer had been obtained. Finally,the requirements of a friendlyequationsolver interfacebecame apparent:
I lt shouldbe possibleto assignvalueseasilyand independently
to all of the variablesof an equationor formula.
I lt must be possibleto select any variableas the unknownto
be determined.
r The keystrokesrequiredto performthese operationsshould
be minimalin number,and intuitiveto the lay person.
r Outoutshouldbe clearlvlabeledto confirmthe solutions.

Grodd developedthe RPL kernel. Paul Swadenetwas our
financial consultant, Chris Bunsen pioneered the SoLVE
user interface with his early prototype (see box above),
Anne Ellendman was our patient manual writer, and Sharon Bolden was our quality assuranceperson with a seemingly endlesssupply of energy.
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r The equation should not require any special processingby
the user before it is typed in.
Ponderingthese tactors, I saw the similaritiesbetween the
requirementsof generalequationsolvingand the HP-12C'stimekeys.The HP-12Cusesan efficientinterfacethat
value-of-money
supports the assignmentand/or seleciionof any variable with
the fewest keystrokespossible.The only problemswere that it
only worked for the variablesthat were printedon the keys and
the resultswere not labeled.Could this interfacebe applied to
any equation?The solutionis to use a row of keysfor the physical
interfaceand let them be used for all equations.The display
above them can be used to label the keys in a manner similar
to the softkeyapproachused on manyterminalsand computers.
This requireseithera multiple-line
displayor a very long singleline display,since the displaymustalso showthe valuesas they
are inout or outout.
The last missingpiece was how to enterequationsin the form
required for the rootfinding program. The easiest solutionfor
the user would be simply to allow an equationto be entered in
any form whetheror not an equals sign is present.
Whenall of theseideaswere combinedand labelswereadded
to the output, I was surprisedat how easy the interfacewas to
use. As different equations were tried, certain additional enhancementsbecame desirable.Occasionallyit was helpful to
be able to use the value of a variablefrom one eouationas a
variablein another.To accomplishthis,all variablesare allowed
to be global. Thus,a variablemaintainsits value lrom one equation to anotherunless it is recalculatedor reassigned.At this
point, the abilityto scroll up and down a list of equationswas
added. This made it possibleto solvefor a variable,pressone
key,and be in a differentequationwith the valuefor that variable
alreadyassigned.
Once a working model of this interfacewas complete,simply
showingits use to someonewas enoughto generateexcitement
and support, from both marketingand the lab. Here was an
interfacethat could help write programs lor us, and clear up
some of the keyboard clutter that comes from many functions
on a few keys.By usingat leasttwo displaylines,we could make
availablemany formulasor equationsolutionswithoutrequiring
more keys. The softkeyscould also be used for more traditional
menus,supportingthe functionsalreadyfoundon our calculators
and computers,reducingkeyboardcluttereven further,and improvingsome of our more traditionaluser interfaces.
Chris M. Bunsen
Development
Engineer
HandheldComputerand CalculatorOperation

An EvolutionaryRPNCalculatorfor
TechnicalProfessionals
Symbolicalgebraicentry,an indefiniteoperationstackstze,
and avarietyof datatypesare someof theadvancements
in HP's/afesf scientific calculator.
by WilliamC. Wickes
HE HP-28C (Fig. 1) provides the most extensive
mathematical capabilities ever available in a handheld calculator. Its built-in feature set exceeds even
the capabilities of the earlier }JP-7'i.BHandheld Computerl
with its Math ROM.2 Furthermore, the HP-2BC introduces
a new dimension in calculator math operations-symbolic
algebra and calculus. A user can perform many real and
complex number calculations with purely symbolic quantities, delaying numerical evaluation indefinitely. This allows a user to formulate a problem, work through to a
solution, and study the mathematical properties of the solution entirely on the calculator.
The HP-2BC has the following features:
r An RPN calculator interface allowing an indefinite
number of stack levels and a variety of data types
r A softkey menu system for key-per-function execution
of all built-in and user-defined procedures and data
I Extensive real and complex number functions

I
I

Symbolic algebra and calculus
An automated numerical root-finder (see article on page
30.
r Vector and matrix math operations
r Automatic plotting of functions and statistical data
r Unit conversions among arbitrary combinations of 120
built-in units and user-defined units
r Integer base arithmetic, bit manipulations, and logic operations in either binary, octal, decimal, or hexadecimal
notation
I A keystroke-capture programming language enhanced
by high-level program control structures
r An infrared printer interface for printing and graphics
output on the optional HP B224OA Infrared Printer.
The HP-2BC's physical package differs from that of the
HP-1BC Business Consultant (see page 4) in only two aspects. The HP-2BC uses different key nomenclature optimized for its math operations, and it contains an addi-

Fig. 1. TheHP 2BC ScientificProlessiona/CalcuIator featu ressym bolic entry of algebraic expresslons for an extensive range ot
functionscapable of handling real
and complex numbers, vectors
and matrices, base 2, 8, 10, and
16 integers,lists,and built-inconversion factors. The display can
display up to four linesof the indefinite-depth stackor be used to plot
functions with a resolution of
32x137 pixels. An integral inftared transmitterallows output of
data and graphs to an optional
printer.
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tional 64K bytes of ROM, for a total of 128K bytes.
The design philosophy for the HP-28Cwas to generalize
the ease of use, power, and flexibility of HP's RPN calculator interfaceto a wider classof datatypes and applications while also eliminating some of the shortcomingsof
that interface.In the remainder of this article, we describe
some of the featuresof the HP-2BCin the context of the
evolution of the RPN interface.
Enhanced RPN
ReversePolish notation (RPN),in which mathematical
expressionsarewritten with functionsfollowing their arguments,is embodiedin computersand calculatorsby means
of a last-in-first-out (LIFO) data stack. Mathematical and
logical functions take their arguments(inputs) from the top
of the stack, and return their results to the stack where
they can be used as the argumentsfor subsequentoperations. An RPN stackis the most efficient medium for chaining and nesting calculations, and provides the greatest
keystrokeefficiency in a calculator.
The original HP RPN calculator user interface was first
used in the HP-35 Calculator3in 1972. In that and subsequent HP calculators,the stack consistedof four fixedlength registers,each of which could contain one floatingpoint number (the HP-41C Calculatora also permits alphanumeric data in the form of a character string constrained to fit in a fixed-length number register).This system was satisfactoryfor the numeric-only capability of the
early calculators,but with the advent of programmability
and algorithmsfor more complicateddatatypes,the restrictions of the fixed stack becamemore and more of a design
impediment. For example,in the HP-41Cand HP-15C5Calculators, complex numbers are representedby two real
floating-point numbers, one for the real part and one for
the imaginary part. Two stackregistersare neededfor each
complex number, which means that a four-registerstack
can hold only two complex numbers, severelyrestricting
the types of complex-numbermath operationsthat can be
performed on the stack.For example,the complex-number
expression(A + B)(C+ D) cannotbe evaluatedwithout storing an intermediate result away from the stack.
The HP-2BCis the first HP calculator to modify the traditional RPN interface. To begin with, the concept of a
stack registeris generalizedto a stack level that can hold
an object of indeterminate size. An object can be one of
severaltypes of data or procedures,each characterizedby
its internal structure and execution logic. Any object can
be manipulated on the stack as a single unit. For example,
a complex number is representedby an ordered pair of
floating-point numbersthat is enteredand displayed in the
form (number, number). Since a complex-number object
now occupies a single stack level, it can be manipulated
with the same keystrokesused for a real-number object.
For example,complex numbersin the first two stacklevels
can be added by pressingthe + key, multiplied by pressing
the x key, etc.
Besidesreal and complex numbers,HP-zBCdata objects
include real and complex-valuedarrays(matricesand vectors), alphanumeric strings, binary integers,and lists. Binary integersarebinary coded integersof 1-to-64-bitwords
which can be enteredor displayedin binary, octal,decimal,
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or hexadecimal bases. Lists are ordered collections of other
objects. Data objects are characterized by the simple property that the evaluation of the object just returns the same
object.
The generalized stack concept permits the introduction
of object classes that have no counterpart in previous RPN
implementations. A name object, for example, is a character
sequence that is used to identify other objects by name. In
the HP-z8C, the numbered storage registers on earlier calculators are replaced by variables. A variable is a combination of a name object and any other object stored together
in a linked list independent of the stack. Name objects have
the property that evaluation of the name returns the object
stored with the named variable (and if the object is a program, executes the program). This means that a user variable
behaves exactly like a built-in command. [In HP-2BC terminology, a command is abuilt-in, programmable operation.)
A name for which no variable has yet been created fills
the role of a formal variable in mathematics, upon which
operations can be performed, even before evaluation. Such
names just return themselves when evaluated. This property is central to the implementation of symbolic mathematics on the HP-28C.
Evaluation by name and the linked list of variables are
modeled after a Forth dictionary. Built-in commands are
compiled as their execution addresses, as in Forth. However, user-defined names are compiled unresolved. This
permits compilation of undefined (formal) variables, and
also allows selective purging of variables from memory,
neither of which is possible in Forth. There is a degradation
of performance compared to Forth because of the necessity
for run-time resolution of user variables, but the overall
throughput for user problem solving is usually better because of the ease of programming and flexibility of the
HP-z8C language.
The remaining new object class defined in the HP-ZBC
is procedure objects. A procedure object contains an arbitrary number of other objects that are executed automatically and sequentially when the procedure object itself is
evaluated. The procedure class includes programs, which
are unrestricted sequences of data, commands, or variables,
and algebraic objects, which represent mathematical expressions and equations and therefore must satisfy certain
syntax rules. Both procedure object types can be manipulated on the stack, or named in a variable. In previous
calculators, programs were created and edited only in a
special program mode.
Variable Stack Depth
In another maior break with earlier calculator architectures, the HP-28C stack grows dynamically as new objects
are entered onto the stack and shrinks as they are removed.
The number of objects on the stack is limited only by available memory. There are two majorbenefits of this approach.
First, mathematical calculations of arbitrary complexity
can be carried out entirely on the stack. Second, it facilitates
structured programming-procedures can be defined externally in terms of the number and type of arguments they
take from the stack and the number and type of result
objects they return. Subroutines can be nested to an arbitrary depth without concern for stack overflow.

Example Problem
A farmerhas 100 yards of fencingto enclosea rectangular
field,which is boundedon one side by a river.What lengthL
and width W of the fieldwill enclosethe maximumarea?
SolutionusingHP-2BC:
1 . T h e l e n g t ho f t h e f e n c e i s . 1 0 0 ,i . e . ,L + 2 W : 1 0 0 .E n t e r
equationusingkeystrokes:'L + 2 x w = 1 00 ENTER.
2. Solvefor L, i.e.,100-2W, by pressing'L solv lsol.
3. Assignthis valueto L by pressing' L sTo.
4 . T h e a r e ao f t h e f i e l di s L W , i . e . ,L W : A R E A .P r e s s ' L x w
=ABEAENTER.
: AREA,bypressingevrl.
L, i.e.,(100-2\i1l)W
5. Substitutefor
by pressing'w ENTER
6. To findthe maximumarea,differentiate
d/dx,obtainingthe expression-(2*w)+(100-2*w):0.
7. Collect terms, i.e., 100-4xW:0, by pressing ALGEBRA
colcr.
B. Solvefor W by pressing'w solv tsol.
9. Assignthis value,i.e.,25, to W and solvefor L by pressing
'w SToL EVAL.This givesa resultof 50,
Answer:Thewidthof the fieldshouldbe 25 yards,and the length
50 yards.The entireproblemcan be formulatedand solvedin
the HP-2BCwithoutrecourseto penciland paper.

The use of an indefinite stack size as the central user
interface is again reminiscent of Forth. The names of various stack manipulation commands-DuP,
SWAP, ROLL,
PICK,etc.-were adapted from Forth. However, the HP-2BC
adds a dimension of user protection derived from its calculator heritage. It is not possible to cause memory loss
by, for example, pushing too many objects onto the stack
as most Forth programmers have experienced. The HP-2BC
has an elaborate low-memory handler that prevents such
drastic results.
The memory stack is a stack of s-nibble object pointers,
not the objects themselves. The objects are stored either in
a temporary object area or in user variable memory. Thus,
when an object on the stack is duplicated, only the pointer
is duplicated. But when the stack is decompiled, the objects
are shown, not the pointers, so that the stack has the visible
and logical behavior of a stack of the actual objects. The
existence and management of the object pointers is entirely
transparent to the user.
Command Line
In keeping with its theme of uniform treatment of all
object types, the HP-ZBC provides a free-form command
line in place of the multiple entry modes of its predecessors.
For example, in the HP-41C the user enters floating-point
numbers directly into the stack's X register, alpha data into
an alpha register in alpha mode, and programs into program
memory via program mode. In the HP-28C, all new objects
are typed as character strings into the command line, which
is created dynamically when a number or letter key is pressed.
The contents of the command line can be edited with cursor, backspace, delete, and insert keys. The unrestricted
size of the command line allows the entry of more than
one object on one line, as well as calculator commands

that are specified by name.
Different object types are identified within the command
line by characteristic delimiter characters. For example,
strings are enclosed in double quotes, variable names and
algebraic expressions are surrounded by single quotes, and
lists are enclosed in curly brackets. These delimiters are
also used when objects are displayed on the stack.
The centerpiece of RPN keyboards has always been the
ENTER key. On previous calculators the ENTERoperation
terminates digit entry, copies the contents of the X register
into the Y register, and then disables stack lift. On the
HP-28C, the concept of stack lift disable has been eliminated (with an indefinite-depth stack, it serves no purpose
and would only add confusion), and the role of the ENTER
key has been generalized to mean "parse and evaluate the
command line."

Context-SensitiveKeys
The use of a command line entry method on a calculator
that provides immediate key-per-function execution requires a dynamically configured keyboard that is sensitive
to the current content of the command line. For example,
the primary definition of the + key is to add the contents
of stack levels one and two, and normally, the addition is
performed immediately when the key is pressed. To preserve keystroke similarity with previous RPN calculators,
* should act on the most recently entered arguments,
whether or not they have been moved from the command
Iine to the stack. On the other hand, if the user is entering
an algebraic expression or a program, pressing the t key
should just append the plus sign to the command line.
There is a large group of such context-sensitive keys, including virtually all programmable command keys. The
remaining keys either execute immediately, like ENTER,or
add characters and numbers to the command line, like the
letter and digit keys.
The action of context-sensitive keys is determined by
three entry modes:
I In immediate mode, the default state, context-sensitive
keys execute immediately. Where appropriate, mostkeys
automatically perform ENTERbefore executing their own
definitions. Thus the standard RPN sequence to add 3
and 6 of 3 ENTER6 + is preserved-pressing the + key
enters 6 onto the stack and then executes the addition.
I In algebraic entry mode, keys corresponding to commands such as +, SlN, and LN that are legal in algebraic
expressions append their function names to the command line. AII other commands execute immediately.
These include, for example, stack operations that are
outside of the scope of ordinary algebraic expressions.
I In alpha entry mode, all context-sensitive keys append
their labels to the command line.
The active entry mode is indicated by the shape of the
command line cursor. An open rectangle indicates immediate mode, a rectangle with two horizontal lines inside
shows algebraic mode, and a filled rectangle means alpha
mode. Similar arrow shapes are used when command line
entry is insertion mode rather than replacement mode.
The choice of entry mode depends most often on the
type of object being entered into the command line. The
HP-2BC automatically changes entry mode when certain
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delimiter keys are pressed. Pressing the ' key signifies the
beginning of an algebraic object, which automatically
changes the entry mode from immediate to algebraic entry.
Similarly, pressing the " key (strings) or the (( key (programsJ sets alpha entry mode. These automatic changes
mean that most of the time. the user does not have to be
concerned about the mode.
Visible Stack
The visible appearance of the stack is considerably different from previous calculators, beyond the simple consideration that the four-line display can show up to four stack
levels simultaneously. A typical display might look like
Fig. 2. Here we see that there is a zxz matrix in level 1.,a
complex number in level 2, and an algebraic expression in
level 3. Note that each object occupies only one stack level,
even though each is composed of several parts. The notation l.:, 2'.,3'., eIc., was adopted to name the stack levels,
because there was no logical extension of the traditional
X, Y, Z, T sequence used for the earlier four-register stack
to an indefinite number of stack levels.
A major design challenge was solving the problem of
how to handle the partial decompilation of objects for viewing. In many cases, an object is too big to display on a
single line, or even in the entire display. Therefore, it was
necessary to devise a scheme to permit scrolling the display
up or down through such an object. At the same time, the
limited RAM of the HP-2BC makes it preferable not to decompile an entire ob;'ect into a character string form, since
there might not be enough memory available to hold a long
display string in addition to the object itself.
This problem is most severe in the case of algebraic expressions. The internal RPN order of the objects that define
an expression is not the same as the order of the terms in
the decompiled form. The first object in the written form
of an algebraic expression may well be the last object in
the RPN execution order of the expression. The solution
is to generate a compact binary code to represent the display
order of the objects in an algebraic expression, including
the positions of parentheses and other special characters.
This code is preserved as long as any portion of the algebraic expression is displayed. Pointers into the code indicate the currently displayed portion and which portions
to display next if the user moves the display window.
Symbolic Mathematics
The first electronic calculators were characterized by
their ability to apply a fixed set of operations to data
supplied by the user in the form of real numbers. Programmable calculators provided a new generation of capability
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Fig. 2. Typical HP-2BCdisplay with a 2 x 2 matrix in level 1,
a complexnumber in level 2, and an algebraic expressionin
level 3.
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by allowing users to add their own custom operations to
the built-in function set. The HP-2BC represents a third
generation of calculator design with its capability of applying logical and mathematical operations to programs.
A conventional program can be considered as a symbolic
calculation. That is, the program is written in advance of
the data to which it is to be applied, and refers to that data
only by name or other form of abstraction. However, calculator languages share the common limitation that they
cannot manipulate the programs themselves or their symbolic results in their unevaluated form. This includes nonkeystroke languages like BASIC, which accept expressions
in a pseudomathematical form.
The HP-28C provides two symbolic object types: name
and algebraic. In this context, name objects can be considered as expressions consisting of only a single variable.
Algebraic objects are just procedures that are entered and
decompiled in expression form. They are identical internally to RPN procedures (called programs, for simplicity),
except that they are marked as algebraic objects. They are
restricted in their definition to satisfy so-called algebraic
syntax-they
must take no arguments from the stack, return
exactly one result, and be completely divisible into a hierarchy of subexpressions, each of which also satisfies algebraic
syntax.
The key to performing symbolic math operations on the
HP-2BC is the behavior of commands corresponding to
mathematical functions, which accept symbolic arguments. Such a function examines its arguments, and if one
or more is symbolic, returns a new symbolic object representing the function applied to the symbolic argument. For
example, if 'A' and 'B' are on the stack, pressing the + key
returns the result 'A + B'. Then pressing keys 2 and A returns
'(A+B) n2'.
When an algebraic object is evaluated by pressing the
EVAL key, it behaves exactly like the equivalent programeach object in the algebraic object is evaluated in an RPN
sequence. Consider the evaluation of the algebraic object
'(A+ B)*C',where A is has
the value 2, B has the value X + Y,
and C has no value. The expression is equivalent to the
program key sequence A B + C x. When the EVAL key is
pressed:
1. A is evaluated, returning its value 2.
2. B is evaluated, pushing its value X+Y onto the stack,
which now looks as shown in Fig. 3a.
(continuedon page 16)
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Fig.3. (a) Displayafter B is evaluated (see texf,).(b) Display
after C is evaluated, returning just its name.

HP-2BCPlotting
The HP-28Cincludesa simple plottingcapabilityfor the generationof mathematicaliunctionplotsand statisticaldata scatter
plots.Althoughthe sizeand resolutionof the liquid-crystaldisplay
severelylimitthe detailand eleganceof the graphics,such plots
can be extremelyuselul in providinga global pictureof the behavior of a function or a set of statisticaldata. In particular,a
plot is almostindispensable
for finding initialguessesfor the
HP-2BC'sequationsolver,and for sortingout the ambiguitiesof
multioleroots.
As an example,considerthe equation:

(a)

x 3 - x 2 - 2 x+ . 7 5 : 0
This equationhas three roots,of which at leastone is real. lf we
plot the expressionon the left,usingthe defaultplot parameters,
we obtainthe displayshown in Fig. 1a. Fromthis picture,we
can observethat there are three real roots,which correspondto
the pointswhere the plottedcurve crossesthe axis.To zoom in
on the regioncontainingthe roots,we can execute.3 +w, which
multipliesthe horizontalrangeby 0.3,thenplot again(Fig.1b).
To determinea precisevalue for any of the roots,we:
1. Digitize two points from the plot at selected values of the
horizontalcoordinateon both sides of the root.
z . Exit the plot and combine the two digitizedcoordinatesinto
a list.
Activatethe eouationsolverand storethe list intothe variable
X as a first guess for the root-finder.
A
Solvefor X.
on
Digitizingis achievedby meansof a cursorsuperimposed
the plot. The cursor can be moved with the cursor menu keys.
In Fig. 1, the cursor is invisiblebecauseit coincideswith the
axes at the origin.We move the cursor up off the X-axisto make
it more visibleand over just to the left of the middle root by using
the1 and > keys (see Fig. 2a). Pressingthe lNs key digitizes
the cursor locationby returningits coordinatesto the stack as
an ordered pair (x,y).Now we move the cursorto the right of the
intersection
as shown in Fig. 2b and digitizea second point.
Pressingthe ONkey exitsthe plot so thatthetwo pointcoordinates
are shown on the stack (Fig. 3a).
Combine the two points into a list by executing-LlsT. Then
activatethe equationsolverby pressingtSoLvSoLVR.The resulting displayis shownin Fig. 3b.
Finally,press the menu key x to storethe list as a first guess,
then shifted
X to solvefor the 12-digitroot : .337301614083(Fig.

(b)
Fig. 2. (a) Digitizing poi nt just to left of middle root of plotted
equation. (b) Digitizing point just to right of middle root.
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Fig.3. (a) Digitized points from Fig.2. (b) Combining points
in (a) into a list. (c) Solutionfor middle root of equation using
list of points from (b)
3c). The messagezeroindicatesthat the expressionevaluates
to machinezero at that ooint.
OtherHP-28Cplottingfeaturesinclude:
r Autoscalingfor statisticaldata plots
r Turningon specifiedpixels
r Printingdisplayimageson the optionalHP B224OAInfrared
Printer.

(a)
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Engineer
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(b)

Fig. 1. (a) Ptotof x3- x2- x + .75.
tal range expanded.

(b) Plot of (a) with horizon-
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(continuedfrom page 14)

3. * examines its arguments, finds that one is symbolic,
and so returns the symbolic sum 2+(X+Y).
4. C is evaluated. Since it is a formal variable, it just returns
its name as shown in Fig. 3b.
5. Finally, * returns the symbolic result (2+(X+Y))*C.
In addition to mathematical functions that can be included within algebraic expressions, the HP-2BC provides
a host of operations that are not representable as functions,
but can be applied to algebraic objects. These operations
include expansion, collecting terms, subexpression substitution, symbolic variable isolation, and an expression
editor that permits rearranging an expression according to
standard rules of algebra. See the box on page 13 for an
example of the formulation and solution of a problem involving algebra and calculus on the HP-28C.
This application of RPN principles to algebraic expressions reflects the conviction that algebra, perhaps even
more than numerical calculation, is an interactive, postfix
process where a user decides how to proceed with a calculation according to step-by-step, intermediate results as the
calculation develops. An important aspect of the approach
is that the HP-ZBC is the first calculator to offer a smooth
integration of RPN and algebraic interfaces. A user can
enter an entire calculation in expression form, as the user
might using BASIC, or where appropriate, the calculation
can be broken into subexpressions for partial evaluation,
with the intermediate results conveniently held on the RPN
stack.

Type Dispatching
The inspection of arguments described above for algebraic functions is an illustration of the more general type
of checking and dispatching steps common to most HP-2BC
operations. Every HP-2BC command has the following
structure:
checlLarguments,type_and_dispatch,
dispatch_list
The checlcarguments
process determines if the appropriate
number of arguments are present, and issues the "Too Few
Arguments" error if not. Note that this error condition is
not possible on previous RPN calculators, in which the
four stack levels are never empty. The check-arguments
process also saves copies of the arguments for possible retrieval
by the LAST command.
The type-and-dispatch
process returns a code representing
the type and position of the arguments and then inspects
the dispatch list until it finds a matching code. Adjacent
to each argument code in the dispatch list is a pointer to
the executable program code for the command corresponding to the argument combination. If a match is found,
execution branches accordingly. If the dispatch list is
exhausted without a match, the "Bad Argument Type"
error is returned.
The type-and-dispatch command structure has some useful side benefits:
r The USE option, available when the CATALOGoperation
is active, inspects the dispatch list to create a stack-use
table to guide a user in the correct use of a command.
This provides an important help facility at very little
cost in ROM use.
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The type-and-dispatchword is different for commands that
are legal in algebraic objects and those that are not. In
algebraic entry mode, it is only necessary to check this
word to determine whether to execute a command or add
its name to the command line. Similarly, the check_argumentsword indicates whether to append an opening parenthesis to an algebraic command name as a typing aid.
In addition to the type and dispatch encoding, algebraic
functions also include pointers to the code for their corresponding derivative and inverse functions.

RecoveryFeatures
The LASTX
featureon RPNcalculators,which returnsthe
contentsof theX registerbeforethe most-recent
X-register
operation, serves a dual purpose. First, it provides a means
of recovering from an incorrect operation-thus
pressing
LASTX - LASTX restores the stack to its state preceding an
inadvertent press of the + key. Second, it permits repeated
use of the same argument-pressing SIN LASTXCOS + computes sin x + cos x. Both of these features are present in
the HP-28C, but they have been separated and extended
into more powerful operations.
The error recovery feature has evolved into the HP-ZBC's
UNDOoperation. When ENTERis executed by pressing the
ENTERkey or any other key that does an automatic ENTER,
a copy of the current stack (object pointers) is saved in a
temporary environment. After the command line is
evaluated, the effects of the evaluation on the stack can be
canceled by pressing the UNDO key, which replaces the
new stack with the saved version.
All HP-2BC commands that use stack arguments save
copies of those arguments that can be retrieved by the LAST
command. LAST pushes the recovered arguments onto the
stack like its LASTXpredecessor, but returns all (up to three
-no command uses more) of the arguments, not just the
one returned by LASTX.
These recovery features, together with the four-level
command stack that saves the most recent command stack
entries, can consume a significant amount of RAM in certain
circumstances. Each of the three features can be disabled by
the user when more RAM is required for an operation.
Development Methodology
The HP-2BC firmware was developed in a year by a small
team using the RPL operating system and language (see the
article on page 21). The use of a highly structured language
was necessary for the implementation of symbolic mathematics, but also yielded a significant increase in productivity compared with previous products, which were coded
entirely in assembly language. A RAM-based prototype HP2BC was available only three months after beginning the
project, which made possible significant design changes
based upon customer testing of the prototype. Thus, the
emphasis throughout the project was on rapid prototyping
of features followed by design modifications based on actual keyboard use, rather than detailed advance specifications.
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MechanicalDesignof the HP-l8Cand
HP-28CHandheldCalculators
by Judith A. Layman and Mark A. Smith

Fm HP-1BCAND HP-2BCrepresenta new mechanical designfor HP handheld calculators.Theseproducts use a vertical clam-shell format with a simplified keyboard in a coat-pocket-size package. Using the productivity advantages provided by the use of CAD/CAM
(computer-aided design and manufacturing) tools, the
package was designed for manufacturability and then
thoroughly tested for reliability to ensure quality performance for the customer.

Layout
packagewas the first productat HP's
The HP-1BC/2BC
Corvallis site to be designed principally on a CAD/CAM
system. This system improved communicationbetween design engineers and manufacturing engineering r',trring the
initial layout phase of the product. It also simpliiied checking tolerances and provided the expedient automatic transfer of information to the tooling shop for plastic part molds.
CAD allowed easy analysis of the design such as package
cross sections and the graphical simulation of case rotation
(Fig. 1).

CaseDesign
The continual design challenge for handheld calculator
products is providing more functionality in smaller packages. Many components in the HP-IBC and HP-2BC are
integrated to provide more than one function (Fig. 2). This
minimizes volume in the product and also decreases the
part count for production assembly. For example, the bottom cases not only provide the cosmetic and protective

shell, but also support the flexible keyboard assembly. In
addition, the case half that houses the alphabetic keys is
made to deflect slightly to create a latch which holds the
product closed.
Heatstaking is a proven manufacturing process for providing uniform keyboard support. Using this in combination with the case assembly eliminates the need for screws.
This process was easily automated because it is controllable, requires fewer parts that are easily presented to the
tooling, and results in a sturdier product. The industrial
design team chose to give the outside of the HP-1BC and
HP-2BC a clean appearance by keeping the package simple
and free of overlays. Because of this, reverse ejection is
used to move the molding gate remnant from the cavity
(outside) to the core (inside) side of the part. Contrary to
convention, heatstaking is done from the top side of the
keyboard. The existing keyboard overlay is used to cover
the heatstake rivet heads in addition to providing the secondary function labels. The choice of polycarbonate as a
case material helps ensure that the product will survive a
one-meter drop on all six sides.
Dense Packaging
A hybrid printed circuit board (see article on page 25)
is used because the high pin count of the two display driver
ICs did not allow them to be packaged in the conventional
manner for a surface-mounted device. Because of the high
cost of the polyimide substrate material used for hybrid
circuits, the board size was kept as small as possible. In
all, five ICs, twelve discrete surface-mounted devices, and
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four discrete leaded devices are contained on this board.
The hybrid portion on one side of the board includes two
display driver chips and the CPUchip with 263 wire bonds.
The chips are surrounded by a molded plastic dike and
encapsulatedin epoxy. On the other side of the board, all
the surface-mounteddevices, including two 44-pin quad
packs,are loaded by robotsand then vapor phasesoldered.
The four discreteleadeddevicesthat cannotbe vapor phase
soldered have their leads preformed in a fixture and then
are loaded by hand. One of these leaded devices is an
infrared light-emitting diode (LED) used to transmit data
to a detached optional printer via an infrared link. In addition to the components,the hybrid circuit boardhascontact
pads for 21 key lines, a beeper,battery springs, and 178
lines to the liquid-crystal display (LCD).

LCD Interconnection
The liquid-crystal display is a four-line, 23-characterdotmatrix display with seven status annunciators. The 178
pads for connecting the circuit board to the LCD have a
pitch of 0.032 inch and are laid out in two rows along the
edgesof the hybrid circuit board. The connectionbetween
the LCD and the hybrid board usestwo elastomeric (zebra)
connectors.To establishand maintain proper registration
between the hybrid board and the LCD pads, the position
of the LCD pads is determined optically. The LCD is then
securedin a stainless-steeldisplay clip using double-sided
pressure-sensitiveadhesivetape. The display clip is then
positioned into the hybrid board using a hole that has been
preciselypunched with an accuracyof -r0.002inchrelative
to the display pads. This assembly is then tested and
crimped.

';)

Fig. 1. CAD drawing of a longitudinal cross section of the closed package (top) and a plot
(bottom) of opened case half rotated in several positions.
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Although this basic display assembly concept has been
used successfully in two earlier calculator product lines,
a few improvements were made in the HP-1BC Business
Consultant. The first is the inclusion of a relief in the display clip along the edges of the LCD to eliminate stress
concentration on the display glass. This allows the product
to be dropped from a height of one meter onto all six faces
with no functional damage. The second improvement is
that the legs of the display clip are flared to allow a lead-in
for easy assembly. The precisely punched hole not only
establishes proper registration of the LCD to the hybrid
board pads during assembly, but also ensures that the LCD
will not shift after assemblv.
Hinge Link
A compound hinge is used to connect the two halves of
the HP-1BC/2BCcase because it allows the product to be
used in different positions throughout its 360 degrees of
rotation (Fig. 1). By allowing full rotation, this also prevents
a situation where the product might be highly stressed if
dropped. Several methods of fastening the two hinge halves
were investigated. These included gluing, ultrasonic welding, heatstaking, and fastening with screws. Even though
it requires more complex plastic tooling, a snap-fit design

is used because it offers the most repeatable, simplified
process for assembly.
The hinge pins on which the link rotates perform several
functions. They are conically tapered to provide axial selfcentering of the hinge piece in each case half. The tip of
the hinge pin is designed to preload against the inside of
the hinge link. This creates frictional drag which provides
a high-quality feel to the product as it is rotated. The fragile
tip is supported by the main body of the hinge pin which
carries any high-stress loads. The hinge pins are open on
the top for inserting the interconnect portion of the
keyboard into the case halves.
Keyboard and Flex Interconnect
The technology used for the integrated keyboard and
flexible interconnect is conductive silver ink screened onto
a polyester film substrate. This design allows a single substrate and screening to be used for both keyboards and the
flexible interconnect, thus improving the reliability of the
system. Twelve key lines run through the 0.140-inch inside-diameter hinge link between the two keyboard halves.
Because of the trace width limitations of the screened silver
ink process, a complex folded design was implemented to
run four layers of the substrate through the hinge link with
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Fig.2. Exploded view of partsin HP-28C.The HP-IBC is lhe same except for differentkey
colors and labelsand one /ess ROM on the hvbrid circuit.
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each layer carrying three lines (see Fig. 3). Inside the link,
the four layers run along one hinge axis, cross over to the
other hinge axis, and return while being supported at both
ends of each parallel segment.
The torsional stress is induced in a controlled fashion.
Controlling the motion of the flexible circuit minimizes
locations of stress concentration. As the product is rotated
through its full range, the four flexible layers are twisted
in torsion. Torsion was chosen over bending because it is
Iess damaging to the conductive ink. The reliability of this
design was verified by cycling each leg of the flex circuit
through 180 degreesfor two million cycles without a failure.
The two keyboards that are an integral part of this flex
circuit use the same screened conductive ink for the
keypads and circuit matrix. The keyboard technology is
typical of that used for membrane keyboards. After the
silver ink is cured, a second screening operation deposits
a carbon/graphite layer over the silver ink traces. This protects the exposed key line connections to the hybrid circuit
against silver migration. The carbon screening process also
allowed the ready incorporation of 21 resistors for ESD
(electrostatic discharge) protection. In one pass, a resistor
is created in each key line by using the screened carbon
to bridge a controlled gap in the silver traces. A pressure

connection is made between the carbon on the key lines
and the gold pads on the hybrid circuit board using two
low-compression-set urethane foam pads.
Tactile feel for the 72 keys is provided by two separate
dome sheets of formed polyester. A spacer layer supports
the domes while also providing a vent at pressure extremes
and whenever a dome is actuated. These layers are all
attached to create a single part for ease of product assembly.
The keyboard assembly was tested to half a million key
cycles with no electrical failures and minimal degradation
in tactile feel. Life testing was done at both ambient temperature and under environmental conditions of high temperature and humidity. Several iterations of key design and
testing were required to achieve the life and tactile feel
desired.

ESD Protection
ESD testing has consistently been a challenge in trying
to releaseproducts to production on schedule.The testing
typically cannot be performed until late in the project becausethe completed product is required. Fixes that are a
result of ESD testing, therefore, do not have time to be
integrated into the product properly. With this in mind,
special considerationwas given to ESD protection early in
the design of the HP-1BCand HP-28C.A prototype model
was built using a similar existing chip set on a prototype
hybrid circuit. Resultsof this testing were incorporatedin
the final circuit design. Additional testing revealed a
localized ESD susceptibility. As a result, an aluminum
shield is incorporated in the back side of the keyboard
assembly.This shield provides an alternatepath for electrical discharge with lower impedance and higher capacitance to ground. Hence, the HP-1BCand HP-2BCcan survive a 25-kV dischargewith no permanent damage.This
is a significant achievementfor a handheld portable product with no external ground.
Conclusion
The attention given to manufacturability in the initial
phasesof development was worth the effort. The HP-1BC
BusinessConsultant was a fast-trackproject requiring 18
months to develop. Even so, it made a smooth transition
from the lab to production. It was up to mature volumes
and yields after only four months in production.
The mechanicaldesignof the HP-2BCleveragedthe work
done on the HP-18C.It required only the addition of one
ROM to the hybrid circuit and different overlays and key
nomenclature.

Fig,3. Double exposurephotographshowing shape of flex
circuit and its location within the hinge assembly.
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SymbolicGomputationfor Handheld
Galculators
by CharlesM. Patton
CALCULATOR OR COMPUTER operating system
is primarily a set of conventions for memory organization, data structures, and resource allocation
combined with a set of softwaretools to aid in performing
operationsin accordancewith those conventions.In contrast, an application is software built using the resources
and conventions of the operating system.
In software development cycles for previous HP calculators the overall scopeof the project was small enough
that it did not make senseto segregatecode into operating
systemand applications,or even to formalize many of the
conventions developed during the course of the project.
However,we have passedthe point at which it makessense
to create such disposable code for each new machine.
Paradoxically,this has come about through our attempts
to make calculatorssimpler, ratherthan more complicated.
Simpler, of course,meanssimpler to humans, and what is
simple and seemingly natural to humans is anything but
simple and natural from the point of view of the machine
(and vice versa).
In 1984 we began the design of an operating system to
meet the needsof future calculatorsand handheld computers.
Design Goals
The designgoalsfor the systemwere strongly influenced
by the orientation of various research and development
projectsunder way at the time. The goals included:
r Supporting symbolic mathematicsoperationsin a handheld computing environment
r Allowing for maximal trade-off of ROM space for RAM
space
r Providing a compact, extensiblesystem able to support
a variety of handheld computation systems
r Providing a rapid prototyping environmentfor calculator
development
r Paving the way for future expert-systemcapabilities.
In the remainder of this article, I will try to explain what
these goals entail, how the design team attempted to addressthem in the RPL operatingsystem,and somethingof
how the featuresare used in the HP-28C.
Design
The characteristicthat most clearly differentiatesa symbolic math systemfrom numerical systemsis the ability to
use an expression(or more generally, a program) as both
a procedureto run and as data to manipulate.An example
that illustratesthis requirementis the derivative operator.
Suppose you were to implement the derivative operator
on your programmablecalculator so that you could take
the derivative of a program.You would need to find some
way to have the program passedto the derivative program

unevaluated, since if it were evaluated all you would get
as a result would be a number. Your derivative program
would need to take the argument program apart, compute
the derivative, and reassemblethe result into a new progam.
In the process of investigating the feasibility of implementing symbolic math operationson a calculator,the design team examined a variety of operating systems,including BASIC, Forth, and Lisp. While any of these systems
can be made to support the capabilitiesnecessaryfor:$ymbolic math, it is Lisp that most fully integrates them into
the structure of the system. On the other hand, the efficient
memory managementscheme of Forth, along with its RPN
style consistent with previous HP calculators,made it a
serious contender as well. The ultimate result is a combination of features from both Lisp and Forth that we call
the ROM-basedprocedural language,or RPL.
RPL and Lisp. Features RPL has in common with Lisp
include:
r The notions of atomic and compositeobjectsand mechanisms to createand dissect composite objects
r Strict call-by-referenceprotocol
r The quote operation,whereby an unevaluatedobjectcan
be passedas an argument
r Temporary(or lambda)variablesuseful in defining functions
r A temporary object areaand a garbagecollection scheme
for reclaiming memory from this area.
RPL and Forth. Features RPL has in common with Forth
include:
r ReversePolish notation (RPN)
r Arguments passedto operatorson an unlimited stack
r Full complement of stack-manipulationoperations
r Threaded execution.
However, RPL differs from both Lisp and Forth in a
number of significantrespects.Thesedifferencesare direct
responsesto the challengesposedby a handheld computing
environment. While great strides have been made in increasingthe amounts of random accessmemory available
in handheld calculatorsat a reasonableprice, RAM is still
a relatively scarcecommodity. Similarly, while the execution speed of central processingunits at a given power
consumption has increaseddramatically,so have the overall power requirementsfor calculators.Consequently,calculator CPUsare often run at a leisurely pacecomparedto
their rated speed.These two facts have had an especially
significant impact on the design of RPL.
In RPL the fundamental data structure is an object.An
RPL objectis similar in designto a Forth word, and consists
of the addressof the executablecode that determinesthe
type of the object (the prolog), and the data that makesup
the body of the object (Fig. 1).
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Objectscan be classifiedas either atomic or composite.
The data part, or body, of a compositeobject consistsof a
sequenceof objectsand/or addressesof objectsterminated
with a special end marker (Fig. 2). Any other structure is
classifiedas atomic.
This composite object structure is quite different from
its Lisp and Forth analogs.In Lisp, a composite object is
a binary tree of addressescorrespondingto the addressof
the first object and the address of the rest. In RPL, the
addressof both the first objectand the rest are computable
from the address of the object, but they are not explicitly
part of the object.This implicit addressingtendsto decrease
RAM use when objectsdon't stay in RAM very long, as is
the casefor a limited RAM system.
The Forth structure most analogousto the RPL composite
is that of a secondary. The key difference is that in RPL a
pointer to an object or a copy of the object itself can be
included in a composite with operationally identical results. This embeddingcapability allows RPLto use address
referencingwhen the addressedobjectis not likely to move
(or be removed)and copy referencingotherwise.One consequenceof this structure is that object addresseswithin
compositeobjectscan referenceobjectswithin other composite objects(Fig. 3). This capability also allows for moresophisticatedmemory compaction schemes.
Object Types
Seventeenobjecttypes are currently defined for the RPL
system although object types can be added and removed
from the system in a relatively straightforward manner. We
can break down the atomic objectsfurther into classesdepending on certain characteristicsof their prologs. The
classesareidentifier class,dataclass,and procedureclass.
Identifier Class Obiects.There are three object types in the
identifier class: ordinary identifier, temporary identifier,
and ROM pointer. An ordinary identifier is a self-executing
variable name. When an ordinary identifier is executed,it
searchesthrough the user's variable area for the value
bound to the variablename,and executesthe bound obiect.
A temporaryidentifier is similar to an ordinary identifier,
except that when executed,it searchesthrough a stack of
temporary environments for its bindings and returns the
bound object without evaluatingit.
A ROM pointer is used in place of the address of an
object when the referencedobject is in a plug-in ROM
which can move, or be removed from the system.When a
ROM pointer is executed, it executesthe object it references.
Data Class Obiects. Data class objects have the property
that when executed,thev merelv return themselves.These
objectsinclude:

Lower Addresses
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Fig.2. Structureof a compositeobject.
I Standardand extended-precisionfloating-point real and
complex numbers
r Sequencesof charactersand sequencesof hexadecimal
digits
r Unsigned short binary integers
r Arrays and linked arrays of objectsof urriform type.
An unusual data class object supported by RPL is the
RAM/ROM pair. A RAM/ROM pair is essentially a pair of
name-obiectassociationlists, one of which residesin builtin or plug-in ROM, and the other of which residesin RAM.
It embodiesthe idea of an extensibleROM-basedvocabulary with subvocabulariesand context switching.
Procedure Class Obiects.Procedureclass objectsactually
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Fig. 1. Structureof an RPLobject
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End Marker
Fig. 3. An address within a composite may reference an
object within another composite.

do something when they are executed. There is only one
type of atomic procedure class object, and that is the
machine-codeobject. The body of a machine-codeobject
contains a sequence of instructions, interpretable by the
native CPU of the system, which are executed when the
object is executed.
Composite Obiects.There are three composite object types:
the list, which is data class,the program, which is procedure class,and the algebraicexpression,which is also data
class.The three types have avery similar internal structure,
with a program body being a refinement of a list body, and
an algebraic expression body being a refinement of a program body.
Supporting Symbolic Math
Systemsthat support symbolic mathematical capabilities
are often classified by the amount of translation done in
converting from a user's typed input to the internally defined data structures.A system is deemedto be radical if
the translation is extensive and conservative if little translation is done. In theseterms,the HP-28Cis very conservative. The most significant translation done is converting
the user's input from algebraicto reversePolish notation.
The decision to follow this approach was motivated by a
variety of factors.
One motivation for conservative translation was to
maximize the perceived responsivenessof the system.In
a highly interactive system with the range of processing
speed available in a handheld environment, data entry and
translation can occupy a large fraction of the overall processingtime. A simple translationminimizes this operating
overhead.
Compactrepresentationwas a secondmotivation. Standard mathematical notation has evolved over the centuries
toward a very compact encoding of the information relevant
to the problem at hand. Our theory is that if a user types
in an expression in a certain form, that form is likely to
reflect important aspects of the problem the user has in
mind. Those aspectsare likely to become hidden in any
radical translation of the form of the expression.
Another motivation was pedagogical.The HP-2BCis designed to be a teaching tool as well as a problem solver.
We wanted to provide operationsthat resemblepencil-andpaper operationsso that the user can follow and/or choose
each step of the operation.To allow this, the internal structure of an expressionmust correspondclosely to the displayed form of an expression,and hence to the form that
the user types in.
A final motivation was the uniformity of structure afforded by minimal translation. The internal structure of an
expressionis the sameasthat of a program.Thus, no special
evaluationmechanismis neededto run an algebraicexpression.
Pattern Matching
Pattern matching is another technique commonly used
in symbolic math systems.A variety of pattern matching
tools are used at a variety of levels in the HP-28C. The
lowest-level pattern matching tool is type dispatching,
wherein the data types of a set of objectson the stack are
matched againsta set of templatesand the resulting match

determines the operation to be applied in this case.This
structure can be observed in the HP-28C's CATALOG
operation. Each function includes a type-dispatchingsegment
and the CATALOGoperation examines the templates included in the function to generatethe various possibilities
shown by pressingthe USEsoftkey in the CATALOG
menu.
At the highest level, an expression-structure pattern
matcher compares an expression with a set of templates.
The resulting match determines the operation to be performed.
Between these two pattern levels are a number of morespecializedpattern matching utilities which are especially
useful in the standard evaluation and simplification algorithms. Although these pattern matching utilities are
each quite nanow in scope, the uniform RPN structure of
expressions and programs, the ability to use programs and
expressionseither as executableproceduresor data, and
the ability to dissect and construct programs on the fly,
enable quite general pattern matching operations to be constructed easily.
Symbolic operations are typically defined recursively,
that is, the result of applying an operation to an argument
is defined in terms of the result(s)of applying the operation
to simpler argument(s).In this way, the operation need
only be given for the simplest cases,togetherwith a method
for reducing a more-complicatedcaseto simpler cases.This
definition method is natural for symbolic operations and
makes programming the operation simpler and less errorprone.
The RPL operating systemis designedto support recursion in an efficient and flexible form. Efficiencyis achieved
through the uniform use of the stack for passing arguments
to operations, the implementation of indirect execution
instructions in the central processing unit, and other
methods of minimizing the operating overhead inherent in
function calls.
Flexibility is achievedby the automatic managementof
temporary variable environments,and a full complement
of control structuresthat can help minimize the unnecessary buildup of operating overhead.In the HP-28Cit is a
fairly common occurrence,for example, for a program to
createanother program and then passexecutioncontrol to
the newly createdprogram (which itself may createa new
program), all at the same execution depth. While this is
not the usual casefor recursion,it does illustrate the kind
of flexibility available in the RPL system.
Trade-Off: ROM for RAM
In designing the RPL operating system, we decided to
try to make use of the ROM availablein a way that would
allow us to get more use out of the limited RAM in the
system.The idea is that if an answer exists in ROM, then
it only needsto be referencedin RAM, and in effectit takes
up very little room. While this seemslike a straightforward
technique, it was the determining factor in many of the
design decisionsencounteredin implementing RPL.Some
examples are the call-by-referenceprotocol, smart object
creation, and embeddedobjects.
The standard RPL functions take their argumentsfrom
the data stack and return their results to the data stack.
The data stack,however,is not a stackof objects,but rather
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a stack of pointers to objects,that is, memory addressesof
objects.Thus every function is passedthe addressesof its
arguments and it returns the address of its result. It is
crucial to the operation of the system that the objects addressedon the stack be allowed to reside anywherein the
system-in built-in ROM, in a movable ROM, embedded
as part of the value of some user's variable, or within the
temporary object area.The argumentsthemselvesare not
alteredby the operationof the function (indeed,they can't
be if they reside in ROM), but this is not necessarysince
all that is required is that the function return the address
of the result, which again can reside anywhere in the system. This protocol is put to good use in the HP-2BCwhere
a sizablenumber of frequently usedobjects,including oneIetter variable names,are included in ROM. Furthermore,
functions that return results equivalentto one of theseobjects do not create another copy in RAM but merely point
to the existing copy.
The composite-objectcreationand dissectionoperations
also play an important role in RAM-saving aspectsof the
RPL system.Sinceany objectcan occur within a composite
object either as an embedded object (the whole obiect
copied inJ or as an object pointer fonly the addressof the
object is copied in), with functionally equivalent results,
the compositeobjectcreationoperationcan chooseto handle objectsresiding in different areasof memory differently.
If an objectresidesin ROM, only the addressof the object
is copied into the compositeobject.However, if the object
resides in the temporary object area, the whole object is
copied in, making it unnecessaryto change the address
within the compositeobject when the object is moved in
memory. Other areasof memory with varying degreesof
mobility arehandledaccordingto the needsof the system.
When a compositeobject is dissected,it is never necessary to copy any part of it. For example, if an object was
embeddedin some composite object in ROM, it is never
copied to RAM, even if the original composite object is
pulled apart.
To get the maximum use out of ROM, it is sometimes
necessaryto be able to copy objects from ROM to RAM
and have thesecopiesact in the sameway. With one exception, the currently defined object types operatethe same
in RAM and ROM. The exception is the RAM/ROM pair,
which by definition has a RAM component in which a
user's variablevalues can be stored.Even so, a RAM/ROM
pair can be convertedto a ROM-like structure (a so-called
ROMPART) which can itself then be referenced in a RAM/
ROM pair.
Supporting a Variety of Calculators
RPL providesscaffoldingfor the constructionof a system,
as well as a basisfor operation.The complete version has
considerably more structure and functionality than was
used in developing either the HP-1BCor the HP-28C,although the subsetsused in these two machines are rather
different. There are explicit points at which the system can
be either contracted or expanded and still maintain logical
coherenceand systemintegrity. This allows RPLto be used
in a variety of situations.
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Rapid Prototyping
Taken together, the stack method for passing parameters,
the call-by-reference protocol, and the possibility of embedding arbitrary objects within procedures tends to result in
very modular code. This modularity contributes to both
the possibility of reusing code and the rapid generation of
new code. Even when a programmer needs to perform
nonstandard operations that require machine code, the simple interface with the stack, together with a complete set
of memory management utilities, mean that a programmer
can make full use of the central processing unit for the
problem at hand. Since this eliminates resource allocation
conflicts, the code is easier to write, test, and reuse.
A typical version of an RPL system is composed of a
number of parts, each part relating to some facet of the
structure. These include:
r Prologs: defining the execution behavior of each data
type
r Memory management: resource allocation in the temporary object area, memory movement, address updating,
and garbage collection
I RAM/ROM pair management: identifier resolution, variable store, recall, purge, ROMPART manipulation, and
context manipulation
r Predicate, logic, and address arithmetic: equality, ordering, NoT, AND, and OR operations, addition, etc.
I Object creation and dissection: head, tail, nth-element,
concatenation, composition, decomposition, length, etc.
r Data stack manipulation: stack depth, duplicate, swap,
etc.
r Data type conversions: character to integer, integer to
character, etc.
I Control structures: quote, evaluate, runstream manipulation, loops, and temporary variable binding
r Array manipulation: creating, redimensioning, accessing, and changing elements
I Configuration: chip-level configuration, ROMPART configuration, and polling
r Exceptions: error trapping, error generation, and error
handling tools
I Interface management: key and menu map manipulation,
and edit buffer manipulation
r Parser tools: token parsing and parser-generator tools.
While the operations provided by the bare RPL system
are quite elementary, they are sufficiently generic and supported by enough structure to make it easy to get a prototype
of a new system going in a short time. Once the design of
a prototype is ironed out in a standard RPL implementation,
it can be optimized further by implementing new data
structures and/or translating critical RPL procedure objects
to more-specialized machine-code equivalents.

Summary
RPL is an operating system designed to support a variety
of applications in a handheld environment' It shares a
number of features with both Forth and Lisp systems, but
has a number of features that allow it to operate in systems
with quite limited RAM. The key design aspects include:
I The universality of structured objects
r Implicit "tail" pointers in composite obiects
r Functional equivalence of addressed or embedded ob-

jects within composite objects
Strict call-by-reference protocol
Uniform parameterpassingon an unlimited data stack
Automatic temporary variable management
Quoting operation to allow proceduresto be passedas
data
I Full complement of RPN-stylecontrol structures.
While we do not expect the RPL operating system to be
used outside of HP's Handheld Calculator and Computer

r
r
r
r

Operation, we feel that it provides a firm foundation for
advances in software technology for handheld computing
environments.
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A MultichipHybrid PrintedCircuit Board
for AdvancedHandheldCalculators
by BruceR.Hauge,RobertE.Dunlap,CornelisD.Hoekstra,ChongNumKwee,and PaulR.VanLoan
HEN WE BEGAN the search for an IC packaging
and interconnect system for HP's new seriesof
calculators,the design challengeswere formidable. Chief among them was achieving an effective compromise amongincreasedcircuit density,reduced package
volume, greaterreliability, and lower cost.Ultimately, our
decision was to proceed with a hybrid printed circuit board.
No other packagingtechnology could meet the combined
requirements of high pin count, low packageprofile, environmental stability, and low cost.
The use of hybrid printed circuits is not new for HP.
Beginning with development of the HP-+1C Calculator
nearly ten yearsago,the technologyhas been designedinto
many of our handheld products. This evolution has led to
the hybrid printed circuit board used in the HP-1BCand
HP-zBCCalculators.
The advantagesof hybrid printed circuit boards are:
r High density. The use of high I/O count chips (>100
pads)with lessthan 25% of the arearequiredby comparable discrete packages,multichip and multicomponent
applications, and linewidth and spacing geometriesof
0.005inch.
r Design flexibility. A double-sidedboard allows flexible
adaptationto layout requirements.Artwork changesare
inexpensive and rapid, selective gold plating for
wirebond areascan be used, and finished via hole diameterscan be as small as 0.0115inch.
I Solderability.Componentscanbe addedusinga wide variety of surfacemount or lead insertion solder processes.
I High reliability. For example,customerline scrapon the
latest HP-41Chybrid circuits is less than 700 ppm per
IC, and the field failure rate is negligible.
I Rapid designturnaround. Artwork changescan be done
in five weeks,and assemblyprototyping can be done in
one to two weeks.
r Low cost. The cost of a hybrid printed circuit compares

favorably on a per-pin basis with all other medium-tohigh pin-count packagetypes.
Features
The two-sided hybrid printed circuit board used in the
HP-IBC and HP-28CCalculatorsmeasuresapproximately
three inches by 1.5 inches (not including the tab for the
infrared LED, see Fig. 1). The top side of the board (the
side that mates with the liquid-crystal display of the calculators) bearsthree custom ICs, two display drivers, and
a microprocessor,which areepoxy die attachedto the board
and connectedby a total of 263 gold wire bonds to goldplated pads. The three ICs are encapsulatedby an epoxy
layer retained by a dike structure. The reverse side of the
board bears two custom ROM chips in plastic quadpacks
and nine passive surface-mountedcomponents.In addition, four through-holecomponentsareattached,including
an LED for wireless infrared transmission of data to an
accessoryprinter. The finished hybrid circuit with 18 components constitutes virtually the entire electrical system
of the calculator.
Technology
In its basic form, a hybrid printed circuit consistsof one
or more chips that are attached to a printed circuit board,
wire-bonded,and then encapsulatedto provide mechanical
and environmental protection. The early plug-in video
gamecartridges,primarily designedto be inexpensive,contained a chip mounted on a single-sided board. These
boards required no gold plating except for their edgeconnector, used aluminum wire bonding, and were encapsulated with a glob of epoxy over the IC. Becauseof their low
cost and minimal environmental requirements, it was more
cost-effective simply to replace defective cartridges,rather
than develop a more reliable assembly.The hybrid process
described here incorporates several improvements over
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these "jelly bean" types of hybrid circuits.
Printed Circuit Board. A high-temperaturelaminate,either
polyimide or a modified polyimide is used. This allows
the use of high-speedgold thermosonicbonding and provides an additional margin for high-temperatureapplications.
Nickel/Gold Plating. The etched copper tracesare confor-

mally plated with a diffusion layer of nickel. Then highpurity, soft gold is conformally plated over the nickel. The
conformal plating reduces the possibility of exposed copper, which could lead to dendritic growth between adjacent
traces. The nickel also provides a hard underlying surface
for wire bonding. The gold plating provides an oxide-free
surface for gold wire bonding and protection in harsh and

Fig. 1. Front(top) and back (bottom) sldes of hybrid printed circuit
board. Preciselypunched tectangular hole rs located at upper left
in top view and upper right in bottom view.
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moist environments.
Die Attach. A high-purity, silver-filled epoxy is used to
attach the ICs to the board. This provides good thermal
and electrical conductivity to the die-attachpad.
Wire Bonding. Thermosonic (a combination of temperature
and ultrasonic energy) wire bonding is used to connect the
IC pads to the board traces.The use of gold wire with a
diameter of o.oo125inch and an averagepull strength of
15 grams provides extra margin at temperature extremes.
Encapsulation. A low-ionic-content epoxy is used to encapsulatethe ICs and their bond wires. Entrapped air is
minimized by precuring the boardsin a vacuum oven. The
thermal coefficient of expansion and the cure cycle are
important aspects of encapsulation that must be carefully
controlled to minimize thermomechanicalstresseson the
ICs and bond wires.
Development Program
Becauseof the high number of wire bonds (263), it is
imperativeto obtain the highestyield possibleat this operation. Our defect rate goal of less than 100 ppm translated
to a part yield at the wire bond operation of 97.4%. To
achievethis, we neededthe expertiseof the people at HP's
manufacturing facility in Singapore. Therefore, we added
a Singapore engineer to our design team in Corvallis for
six months to work on the tooling and optimization of the
wire bonder.
Tooling modifications were necessaryto allow for bonding boards processedin a panel configuration,rather than
a single board at a time. This required changes to the X
and Y travels of the bond head,a much largerheaterblock,
and a different clamping arrangement.
For the optimization, a partial factorial experiment was
conducted to determinethe primary parametersthat affect
bond quality. After this experiment was completed, an
operating window study determined the limits of the key
parameters.Table I outlines the results.
Table I
Key BondingParameters
Parameter

Specification Limits

Temperature
Power

160 to 170'C
40 to 45 pulses/s (die side)
7Oto75 pulses/s(lead side)
30 to 90 pr.m(die side)
150 to 250 pm (lead side)
40 to 50 grams (die side)
90 to 100 grams (lead side)
15 to 25 ms (die side)
35 to 45 ms (lead side)

Sink depth
Force
Time

The choice of laminate for the hybrid substratewas narrowed to materialsthat could withstand the wire-bonding
temperaturesand times without deterioration.FR-4boards
are normally not usable for thermosonic bonding since a
high glass-transitiontemperature(Tr) is required. A modified-polyimide laminate was chosen becauseof its relatively high Ts (180'C), and its lower cost and ease of

machinability compared with polyimide laminates.
The mechanical design of the hybrid was determined to
a large extent by the needs of the calculator design group
and by the surface mount processin printed circuit assembly. The board thickness was increased from the normal
value of 0.031 inch to o.o47 inch to provide a more rigid
substrate. The height of the encapsulating epoxy must be
kept to less than 0.080 inch becauseof tight spacing between the board and the LCD assembly.A molded plastic
dike is used to contain the epoxy and maintain a uniform
thickness.
To exploit automated board assembly fully and to
maximize material use, the boards are delivered from the
vendor in a four-board subpanel, using an interdigitated
layout. The parts are kept in subpanel form throughout the
hybrid and surfacemount processes.Only at the hand-soldering operation are the boards separated from the subpanel.
One of the special requirementsis a precisely punched
rectangularhole (seeFig. 1). This hole must be punched
and referenced to the board artwork to an accuracy of
-f 0.002 inch. The purposeis to allow the use of prealigned
display assemblies(LCD plus crimped metal can). This
differs from previous HP calculator assembly techniques
that require the LCDs to be adjusted manually for each
calculator.A vendor was locatedthat had developedequipment to achievethis. Once we proved the accuracyof the
machine, we arranged for the precision-punching to be
done by the board vendor.
Some of the more severe tests for hybrid circuits are
moisture resistance,thermal shock, and multicycle vapor
phase soldering. We ran engineering tests to determine
whether we had sufficient margin to pass our qualification
tests.We saw no problems in the thermal shock and vapor
phasesoldering tests.However, during the moisture resistance test, we discoveredsome procedural and humidity
chamber design problems. By discovering and correcting
theseproblemsbeforethe final qualification run, we averted any program schedule delays.
Becauseof differences in the coefficient of thermal expansion between the printed circuit board, silicon chips,
and encapsulatingepoxy, mechanicalstressescan develop
during heating and cooling. After cooling the subpanel
down to room temperature from an epoxy curing temperature of 150'C, a noticeable warpage of the subpanel developed, often greatly exceedingthe allowable maximum
of o.oz5 inch.
We focused on revising the cure cycle as the method to
minimize the panel warpage.We neededto cure the epoxy
as completely as possible,but not lock in a high state of
stress.Hence, a two-stage cure cycle was implemented.
The parts are cured for three hours at 125"C,then ramped
down to SB"Cover two hours. This results in parts that
consistently passthe maximum warpage criteria.
In a normal printed circuit board manufacturingprocess,
the areasto be plated are defined by a negativeresist on
the copper-clad laminate. The exposed copper areas are
then plated with additional copper,nickel, and gold. After
plating, the resist is stripped off and the exposedcopper
between the plated areas is etched away. However, this
results in traceswith exposedcopper on their sides. The
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exposed copper can react with moisture and an applied
bias to form copper dendrites. Hence, several plating enhancements were implemented to improve the reliability
and reduce the costs.
The first of these is to process the board in a conformalplating configuration. This means that the copper etching
is done before any plating occurs. Since the sides of the
traces are now exposed during plating, the copper is sealed
in by the nickel and gold plating steps, thereby reducing
the likelihood of dendritic growth.
For conformal plating, all of the features are electrically
bused together. This is normally achieved by running small
traces off the board for connection to the plating bus. However, since this hybrid board will have a metal can crimped
around it to hold the LCD, we risked shorting to these
plating traces. Therefore, an alternative method was developed. A plating ring is set up around each of the three
die-attach pads. Small traces from each bond finger are
connected to these rings, and a single trace is then run off
the edge of the board in a safe area. After plating, a finediameter router is used to cut away each of the plating
rings and open up the shorted plating traces. A solder mask
layer on top of the rings and traces helps anchor them to
the board to minimize any smearing of the copper during
routing.
To reduce the amount of high-purity gold plated on each
board, a selective plating resist is screened on after the
boards receive a flash gold plating 5 to 20 microinches
thick. This resist exposes only the bond fingers, which are
subsequently plated with 40 microinches of high-purity,
soft gold for wire bonding. The resist is then stripped off .

Test Program
The test software and hardware embodies many features
absent in the evaluation of previous hybrid circuits. The
prominent features are a modular test program, the use of
solid-state analog multiplexers to leverage a few available
tester channels for testing continuity on many pins, and a
large free-standing test fixture for testing multihybrid
panels. The test system tests a hybrid circuit with 250 test
points in 25 seconds using a tester with 60 active test pins
and 24 additional pads accessible via multiplexing.
The hybrid test program was developed in two separate
parts with the objective of achieving complete modularity
for the two parts. One engineer wrote the hybrid program,
which contains a shell for insertion of the display driver
portion written by another engineer, a subset of the microprocessor IC test program (old), a system test (new), and
initialization and exit routines for hardware checkout and
operator interface (new). This engineer was also responsible for interfacing with the fixture designer and doing prototype hardware debug. A second engineer was responsible
for the display driver wafer test program (new), the display
driver continuity test (new), the final integration of the
test, documentation, and release to production. Programming proceeded in parallel, with each test of the hybrid
circuit able to be debugged independently. As needed, common hooks between the separate portions of the final hybrid
test program were agreed upon to activate debug features
and maintain summary data.
As development proceeded, the display driver portion
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of the test program was periodically updated with more
complete code by the transfer of a single block of code from
the middle of the display driver wafer program. This
worked well, and ensured that after release to production
updates to the display driver wafer program could be easily
transferred to the hybrid circuit test program.
Even at the wafer level, the pin count (112) of the display
driver chip was too high to access all pins of the part, even
with multiplexing of the 60 tester channels to the 24 extra
pads. In light of this, the display driver was designed to
allow virtually complete testing of all gZ display pins via
just four specially designed display pins. Using a combination of internal connectivity switching and scan path
methodology, the display pins are tested for functionality,
pin leakage, and pin shorts through these four pins.
At the hybrid level, however, we were confronted with
the need to confirm the presence of wire bonds to the
display pins of the two display driver chips. This continuity check requires a physical connection to each display pin and is done by forcing a current into each pin and
detecting the presence of a diode voltage drop across a pad
protection diode. Originally it was anticipated we would
need to do this test on a separate dedicated commercial
continuity tester. However, we devised a solution that allows the continuity test to be done as an integral part of
the total hybrid circuit test. This provides the considerable
advantage of eliminating the need for a separate commercial continuity tester and being able to do a complete test
in a single pass.
The solution consists of a box of solid-state analog multiplexers which use a total of seven tester channels to test
184 pins for continuity in less than 2 seconds. The box
contains two identical circuit boards, each with six 16channel analog multiplexers, one dbcoder, and one counter. The boards plug into edge connectors connected to the
display pins and the tester control channels. To access any
pin, the tester increments the counter, which together with
the decoder selects an analog channel connected to a particular pin. Since all display pins are in just two contiguous
groups, the only short circuits that are physically likely
are adjacent pin shorts. Thus to identify shorted pins as
well as open circuits we simply wired the box so that the
multiplexer channels of the two boards are interleaved,
that is, every other display pin is connected to successive
channels on the same board. The tester opens one channel
on each board simultaneously, forces a current into one
channel and forces a zero level on the other. A short to an
adjacent pin then results in a current path from the programmable measurement unit through one multiplexer
board, through the short, and back out through the other
multiplexer board to the tester channel forcing the zero
level. Since the part is designed to allow detection of shorts
via functional testing, no bad parts would be shipped if
this shorts test were not done. However, the ability to identify short circuits directly rather than by interpretation of
functional test data has proven to be indispensable in failure analysis and hybrid process monitoring.

Test Fixture
The design of this hybrid circuit implied some new chalIenges for the capability of the test fixture. Contact had to

be made to 250 points distributed on both sides of a printed
circuit board about 3.5 inches long by 1.5 inches wide. The
minimum spacing between LCD pads is 0.016 inch, with
a pad size of 0.0r0 inch. We strongly desired a single fixture
design that would test the hybrid circuits in both the fourboard panel form during manufacture and the single-board
form during final assembly. A fixture meeting these requirements was designed and implemented by HP's Handheld
Calculator and Computer Operation. This fixture (Fig. z)
has also served well for line scrap analysis.
The fixture weighs about 50 pounds and is manually
operated and pneumatically actuated. The four-board panel
(or single board) slides into the fixture on a movable X-Y
stage. The panel or board under test is positioned by
mechanical stops to align closely with the upper and lower
spring-loaded test pin blocks. Activated by a manual
switch, the upper and lower pin blocks then move to the
center and sandwich the panel or board between them. Precision alignment is achieved by the mating of a fixture guide
pin to the precisely punched hole in the hybrid circuit.
Originally the test pins chosen for the fixture were solid
cylinders with a conical cavity at the contact end, yielding
a circular knife edge for contact. This configuration was
chosen to satisfy the need for both a sharp edge to penetrate
oxides and a large potential contact area to make up for
registration errors. These pins performed fine when new,
but soon tended to plug up with particulate contamination.
Several months into prototype production, a switch was
made to more conventional pencil-point, spring-loaded test
pins, 0.027 inch in diameter, with favorable results.
Initially, the connection to the fixture consisted of a
three-foot-long bundle of coaxial cables terminated by connectors at both ends, mating at the tester end to connectors

wired to a DUT board mounted on a performance board.
This arrangement was quickly discarded as noise levels
were intolerable, and was replaced by a set of shorter cables
terminated by connectors at only one end, and directly
wired to the performance board at the other end (see Fig.
2). The coaxial cable shields are all soldered to a brass
grounding ring offset from the board. The center wires of
the coaxial cables are soldered directly to the performance
board pads with strain-relief loops. Wire lengths are kept
to a maximum of 18 inches. Inside the fixture, lines beIieved to be critical are also wired in coaxial cable to the
spring-loaded test pins, while the remaining lines are
twisted pair. As might be expected, even with this arrangement noise is still a problem. This is compensated for by
setting input levels to the rails and output levels to 0.33
and 0.67 Vpp. This is acceptablebecauseall parts are tested
to full level specifications at the wafer stage.
Qualification Results
The qualification plan for the hybrid circuit included:
', 1000 hours of dynamic burn-in at 100'C
in 168 hours moisture-resistance testing at 65'C and 90%
relative humidity
r 200 thermal shock test cycles
r. 5 vapor-phase solder cycles.
The 1000-hour dynamic burn-in is normally done at
150"C. We lowered the temperature to 100oC because of
thermal limitations imposed by some of the soldered components. Earlier moisture-resistance testing of hybrid circuits at BS"C and 85% relative humidity had shown poor
results; 65'C and 90% relative humidity was felt to be an
adequate condition. Table II summarizes the results. To
date, the hybrid circuits in the HP-1BC and HP-2BC have
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performedvery well in the field, with no known reliability
problems.This would appearto confirm the validity of our
qualification matrix.
Table ll
HybridCircuitQualificationResults
(Failuresper numbertested)
Test
Procedure

Quality
Criteria

Results

Dynamicburn-in:
1.00'C,1000hours

111.25

71729

Moistureresistance:
65'c,90%R.H.
500hours

21L05

0/105

Thermalshock:
200cycles

511.1.6

511.1.6

Vapor phasesolder:
5 cycles

Ol22

ol22

The six failuresfrom dynamic burn-in and thermal shock
were analyzed. The one failure during dynamic burn-in
failed the self-test on the crimper tester. This part was
subsequentlyretestedon the HP 3065 Circuit Board Test
Systemand it passed.It was then retestedon the crimper
tester and it passed.No further failure analysis was per-

formed.
The remaining five units showed LCD pad leakage and
functional failures during the first thermal shock tests.
Examination after decapping showed fractures along the
outside edge of the ICs. These problems were shown to be
stress related, associated with the large size of the ICs and
incomplete die-attach epoxy coverage under the corners.
Additional units were built in Singapore, with particular
care to obtain complete epoxy coverage under the ICs. The
thermal shock test was repeated with no failures and no
evidence of fracturing after decap. Singapore has since incorporated a screening method for the die-attach epoxy to
ensure process integrity and reliability.
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An EquationSolverfor a Handheld
Galculator
by Paul J. McClellan
HE IDEAL EQUATION SOLVER reliably finds all
solutions for an arbitrary variable in any equation
definedby the user.Sincethis is provablyimpossible
in general,l more realistic expectations are to solve for an
arbitrary variable in a wide range of equations, to provide
understandable and reliable diagnostic information should
the solver fail to find a solution, and to provide the means
for using the solver to obtain multiple solutions of an equation if more than one solution exists. These were the design
objectives for the equation solver in the HP-1BC Business
Consultant.
A Combination ol Direct and lterative Solvers
The HP-IBC employs a combination of a direct solver to
solve simple equations reliably and quickly and an iterative
solver to search for solutions of more-difficult equations.
The direct solver attempts to solve an equation by applying
rules of algebra to isolate the unknown on one side of an
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equation. If it succeeds, the value of the other side of the
equation is the solution to the equation. The iterative solver
applies a trial-and-error search procedure to obtain a solution to the equation.
The need for a combination of direct and iterative solvers
became clear early in the development of the HP-18C. Although iterative solvers can be applied to a wide variety
of equations, they can, depending upon the starting point,
take an unacceptable amount of time to find a solution or
even fail for trivial equations. For example, consider attempting to solve the equation 1/x : -0.1 for x by applying
the secant method to the difference between the left and
right sides of the equation. Fig. 1 illustrates the shape of
the function 1/x + 0.1 near x : 0. With initial guesses -1
and t the iterates converge to the pole at x : 0. With initial
guesses 1 and 2 the iterates diverge toward o. But with
initial guesses -1 and -2, the iterates converge to the
solution at x : - 10. Although a direct solver would handle

Fig. 1. HP-2BCplot ot f(x) : 1lx + 0.1.
this situation easily, direct solutions to other equations
may not exist or may require an excessively complex direct
solver. Furthermore, simple direct solvers will return at
most one solution to an equation with multiple solutions,
which forces the user to rewrite the equation to obtain
alternate solutions. Hence, an iterative solver that can accept user-supplied initial guesses can be useful in tackling
harder equations or obtaining multiple solutions without
rewriting the equation.
To solve an equation, the HP-18C first applies its direct
solver. If the direct solver succeeds, the HP-1BC displays
that solution. If an arithmetic error occurs within the direct
solver, then the HP-IBC displays the message SOLUTION
NOT FOUND.This screens some equations that obviously
have no solution. If the unknown appears more than once
or if it appears as the argument of a function that the direct
solver cannot invert, then the direct solver fails and the
iterative solver is invoked.

Direct Solver
As describedabove,the direct solver solvesan equation
by applying rules of algebrato isolate'"heunknown on one
side of an equation.If the direct solver succeeds,the value
of the other side of the equation is the solution. Direct
solvers can fail, either becauseno closed-form solution
exists or becausethe solution method is too difficult. The
first caseis illustrated by attemptingto solve the equation
x*:2forx.
The secondcaseis illustrated for the HP-18Cby attempting to solve x+x : 1 for x. The solution of this equation
is difficult for the HP-1BCbecause,considering the product's applications and resources,we decided that the HP1BC'sdirect solver would perform no algebraicsimplification of the equation and thus would require the unknown
to appear only once in the equation.
The HP-1BC parses an equation into an RPN internal
representationof its left and right sides.It parsesan expression as though it were an equation with the expressionas
the equation's left side and a zero on the equation'sright
side.
The direct solver begins by scanning each side of the
equation and finding the side containing the unknown. If
the unknown appearsin both sides,then the direct solver
fails. Otherwise. it initializes the solution accumulatorto
the value of the other side and discardsthat side' The direct
solver then repeatedlyapplies the following procedureto
the solution accumulatorand the remaining subexpression
containing the unknown. If the subexpressionconsistsof
only the unknown, the direct solver has succeededand it
returns the value of the solution accumulator' Otherwise,
the subexpressionis an RPN expressionending in a function (or operator).If the direct solver does not know how

to invert that function, it fails. Otherwise, it scans the function's arguments to find the occurrence(s) of the unknown'
If the unknown appears in more than one argument, or in
an argument position for which the direct solver does not
know how to invert the function, the direct solver fails.
Otherwise, it performs the inversion using the accumulated
solution and the current values of any other function argument. If an arithmetic error occurs during this inversion,
or if the result violates a rule of algebra, the direct solver
terminates and displays the message SOLUTIONNOTFOUND.
Otherwise, the direct solver discards all but the argument
expression containing the unknown and continues this process.
Two situations for which the direct solver aborts and
reports SOLUTIONNOT FOUNDcan be illustrated by solving
the equations 1/x : 0 and 0/x : 1 for x. When the direct
solver attempts to invert the first equation, it triggers a
divide-by-zero error. When it inverts'the second equation,
it obtains the result x : 0, which indicates a divide-by-zero
error in the original equation.
For the most part, the HP-1BC's direct solver will only
invert functions that have unique inverses for the unknown's argument position. However, we decided to also
invert an expression containing an unknown raised to a
power. When the power is even, the inverse can be either
positive or negative. The HP-1BC selects the positive inverse. Sometimes the choice the direct solver makes causes
an arithmetic error later in the inversion process and the
HP-IBC reports SOLUTIONNOT FOUNDin spite of the fact
that the equation has a solution that would have been found
had the direct solver chosen a negative inverse.
Even if the direct solver succeeds with its choice, other
equation solutions may exist. The user can force the direct
solver to choose the other inverse by rewriting the equation.
In effect, the direct solver will select the negative inverse
if the user negates the subexpression that is raised to the
even power. This feature can be illustrated by the following
two examples:
r Solve the equation [1-(1/x)1'z : l for x. Because the
direct solver takes the positive inverse of an expression
raised to a power, later in the inversion process it encounters the simplified equation 1/x : 0 and reports
SOLUTIONNOTFOUND.If the original equation is rewritten
as [(1/x)-1]2 : 1 the direct solver returns the solution
x : 0.5.
r Solve the equation 1l(1-x)z : o.25 for x. The direct
solver returns the solution x : -1. If the equation is
rewritten as 1/(x-1)2 : O.25 the solver returns the other
solution. x : 3.
We decided not to invert other multivalued inverse functions, such as integer part, because such functions have an
infinite number of mathematical inverses (and a large
number of machine-representable ones) and it would be
more difficult for the user to specify any but the default
inverse that the direct solver would supply. The iterative
solver with its feature of accepting initial guesses from the
user seemed better suited to solve such equations.

IterativeSolver
CalThe iterativesolversin the HP-18Candthe HP-2BC
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culators are very similar. The HP-1BC's iterative solver is
described first and the HP-28C version's differences are
described later.
When a parsed equation is evaluated internally, the current values of the equation's left and right sides are returned. The iterative solver searches for a zero difference
between the left and right sides by repeatedly varying the
value of the unknown and computing the difference between the sides for that value.
Suppose the goal is to solve the equation A(x) : B(x)
for x. We represent the difference between the equation's
Ieft and right sides by f(x) : A(x)-B(x). Then the goal is
to find a value of x such that f(x) : 0. If the iterative solver
succeeds, it has found a numerical solution to the user's
equation or a zero of the user's expression and the solver
terminates immediately and reports that solution. Because
of the finite-precision floating-point arithmetic used by the
HP-18C, a solution may satisfy the equation numerically
but not mathematically.
The set of values available to the iterative solver as candidates for the value of x is the set of machine-representable
numbers available to the user. During the search process
the iterative solver displays selected iterates to show the
region being searched and the conesponding sign of f(x)
to provide hints of the shape of the curve and the method
in progress. The user can interrupt the search process by
pressing any key. If an arithmetic error occurs during the
evaluation of f(xl for some x, then f(x) is not defined for
that value of x and we say that x lies outside the domain
of definition of f(x). The displayed sign at that point will
be a question mark.
The iterative solver begins by claiming adequate scratch
storage, setting initial search bounds b, : -o and b, :
*, and obtaining and ordering two distinct starting values,
say x, and xr, for the unknown x. It obtains x, and x, by
using the last two values stored into x. The default values
are zero. If these values are identical, one is perturbed by
the solver. At this point we have br<xr<xr(br.
The iterative solver evaluates f(xr) and f(xr). If neither x, nor x, is
within the domain of f(x), that is, f(x) is not defined for x,
and x2, then the solver terminates with the message BAD
GUESSES.If only one value, say x1, is within the domain
of f(x), the solver sets b, : xz and attempts to find another
value within the domain by first using a modified bisection
search of the interval from x, to xr. The search bound b,
is reset to any sample value found out of the domain of
f(x) during this search. If the bisection search exhausts all
machine-representable values in the interval from x, to x,
without finding one in the domain of f(x), the solver samples the next machine-representable number just before x,
in the direction of br. If this value is also not in the domain
of f(x), the iterative solver terminates with the messageBAD
GUESSES.Otherwise the iterative solver has the ordered
pairs (xr,xr) and (fr,fr) where br<x, <-xr<br, fr:f(xrJl0,
and f, :11;r;76.
If f1 : fr, the solver searches for a slope by alternately
extending the interval bounds x, and x, until it either finds
x, and x, such that f1 I f, or it exhausts the search interval.
If during this slope-hunting process a sample value is found
outside the domain of f(x), the search bound in that direction is set to that value and a modified bisection search is
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Fig.2. HP-28Cptot ot f(x) : t/x + tnfxl -0.5.
employed to find a sample value in the domain of f(x) in
that direction. If the values sampled on one side, between
b, and x, or between x, and b2, are exhausted, then subsequent sample values will lie in the other side. If the
solver fails to find a slope, it terminates with the message
SOLUTIONNOT FOUND.
Otherwise, f, and f, have different values. If they have
the same sign, the iterative solver resets the search bound
closest to the value generating the larger f(x) magnitude to
that value, sets a counter to seven, and extrapolates in the
direction of decreasing f(xJ magnitude using a modified
secant method.l It continues searching in that direction
until the value of f(x) changes sign, its magnitude increases,
or the search interval is exhausted.
In the last case, the solver terminates with the message
SOLUTIONNOT FOUND.If during this extrapolation a sample
value is found that lies outside the domain of f(x), the
search bound in that direction is set to that value and a
modified bisection search is employed to find a sample
value in the domain of f(x) in that direction. This can be
: 0.5 for
illustrated by solving the equation \,/it+E
x. The left side of the equation is not defined for x(-ln
x
(see Fig. 2J. With initial guesses of 1 and 2, the solver
repeatedly samples within this undefined region, eventually succeeds,and reports x : 0.662195081464 as the approximate solution.
If the value of f(x) does not change sign, but increases
in magnitude during secant extrapolation, the search bound
in the direction of search is reset to the sample value for
x where the magnitude of f(x) increases. The solver then
employs quadratic interpolation and selects the value
where the fitted quadratic expression has minimum magnitude as the next sample value. Depending upon the position of this fitted point, the solver resumes modified secant extrapolation in the same or opposite direction. Each
time quadratic interpolation is employed, a counter is decremented and tested. Each time secant extrapolation finds
a value for f(x) with decreasing magnitude, that counter is
reset to seven. When the decremented counter value is
zero, the solver returns the last sample value as an approximate solution and displays the values of the left and right
sides of the equation for that solution.
If the user immediately asks the calculator to solve the
equation again for the same variable, the iterative solver
uses initial guesses in the region of the last sample value.
Hence approximations to local f(x) magnitude minima can
be found by repeatedly solving for the same variable. However, the search procedure is designed to find zeros-not
Iocal magnitude minima. This case can be illustrated by
solving the equation x' + x : - 1 for x with initial guesses
0 and 1 (see Fig. 3). The solver reports the approximate
solution, x : -4.99999994899E-1, with the values of the

Fig.3. HP'2BC Ptot of t(x) : x2 + x + 1.
equation's left and right sides for that solution.
If f, and f, have opposite signs, or if during extrapolation
their values change sign, the solver sets the search bounds
to those sample values resulting in the values of ft and f,
having opposite signs and begins attempting to narrow the
interval bracketing the change of sign. This process may
employ an adaptive combination of modified bisection and
secant, cubic, and hyperbolic interpolation to obtain a sequence of sample values. For each iteration where the sample value is within the domain of f(x), one of the search
bounds is reset to that value and the interpolation process
continues. The process continues until it finds one of the
following cases:
r A solution
r Neighboring values x, and x, bracketing a sign change
in f(x)
r A value out of the domain of f(x).
The first case can be illustrated by solving the equation
x2+x : 6 for x with initial guesses 0 and t. The iterative
solver reports the positive solution x : 2. If the equation
is immediately solved again for x, the solver again reports
thesolutionx:2.
The second case occurs when the equation has a solution
that is not representable in the HP-1BC's 1Z-digit floating-point format. (The set of 12-digit numbers includes 0,
-1.00000000000 x 10 4eeto -9.99s99999999 x 104ee,
and 1.00000000000 x 10-4ss to 9.99999999999 x 1o'nn.)
It can also occur if the function f(x) is discontinuous between two adjacent machine-representable values. In any
event, the solver returns the value of x, or x, that gives a
minimum f(x) magnitude as the solution. It stores the other
value in a dedicated location such that if the user immediately solves again for the same variable, x, and x, are
used as initial guesses. The solver also displays the values
of the left and right sides of the equation for that solution
if either x, or x, is the only value sampled in the interpolation process, or if the process strongly suggests that the
result represents a pole.
For example, with initial guesses 0 and 1, the solver
returns the approximate solution x : 1.3O277563773 to
the equation x2+x : 3. If the solver is immediately reinvoked it displays the values of the equation's left and right
sides for the same approximate solution. For the first try,
the solver is able to make some progress from the initial
guesses and the data does not strongly suggest a pole. For
the second attempt, the solver is unable to progress beyond
its initial guesses so it returns the values of the left and
right sides as a warning that the equation is not exactly
satisfied.
If the solver is applied to the equationxl(xz-z):
1 with
initial guesses 1 and 1.5, it returns the approximate pole
x : 1,.41421,356238and displays the values of the left and

Fig.4. HP-28Cplot of f(x) : xl(x2- 2) - 1.
right sides of the equation for that solution. The solver in
this case was able to make some progressfrom its initial
guesses,but the processstrongly suggestedthat the result
was near a pole (seeFig. ).
In the third case the iterative solver splits the current
searchregion,which bracketsa changeof sign in the value
of f(x), at the out-of-domainvalue. We then have two intervals, x, to g, and grto x", where initially *r<g, : gz1xz.
The points g, and g, will later be adjusted such that the
interval between g, and g, defines a gap within which the
function f(x) is presumedto be undefined. The solveralternately samples values in the left and right subintervals
using a modified bisectionsearch.Eachtime, if the sampled
value is out of the domain of f(x), the appropriateg bound
is reset to that value and the iteration continues with a
wider gap between g, and gr. If the value of f(x) at that
sample value has the same sign as the value of f(x) at the
correspondingx bound, that bound is resetto that sample
value and the iterations continue with a narrower outer
interval [xr, x ,]. The processcontinuesuntil it either finds
a solution, it finds a value for x where the sign of f(x) is
the opposite of the sign at the correspondingx bound, or
it exhaustsboth subintervals[xr,gr)and (gr,xr].If the solver
finds a value for x where the sign of f(x) is the opposite of
the sign at the correspondingx bound, the solver discards
the other interval and resumesnarrowing the regionaround
the changeof sign in f(x) as above.
This case can be illustrated by solving the equation
\47(x+0 3) : 0.5 for x with initial guesses-1 and 2
(seeFig. 5). The left side of this equation is not defined for
x in the interval from -0.3 to 0. With theseinitial guesses
the solver first sampleson either side of this interval and
then in this interval, triggeringthe gap-narrowingprocess
just described.Eventually the solver exits that processand
finds the solution x : 0.1.
If the solver exhausts both subintervals it returns the
value of x1 or x2 giving minimum f(x) magnitude as an
approximate solution. This case can be illustrated by attempting to solve the equation (x/(3x-1))t : r for x with
initial guesses0.3 and 0.4 (seeFig. 6). The solver stores
the other value in a dedicatedlocation such that if the user
immediately solves again for the samevariable, x, and x,
are used as initial guesses.The solver also displays the
values of the left and right sides of the equation for that

Fag.5. HP-28C plot ot f(x) = t/x/(x + 0.3) -0.5.
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Fig.6. HP-2BCptot of f(x) : (xt(3x- 1))' - 1
solution as a warning that the solution is not exact.
HP-28Clterative Solver
The HP-28C'siterative solver assumesa higher level of
sophisticationon the part of the user. It also searchesfor
a real solution to an equationor a real zeroof an expression.
It differs from the HP-1BCversion only in the manner that
the user specifiesinitial guesses,how the solver displays
current iterates,and the solver's termination display.
The HP-2BCusesthe initial contentsof the unknown to
obtain up to three initial guesses,with zero as a default.
The user specifies one initial guessby storing a real or
complex number in the unknown. The HP-28C takes the
real part of a complex number as an initial guess.The user
can specify one, two, or three distinct initial guessesby
including those guessesin a list and storing that list in the
unknown. The HP-2BCuses up to the first three distinct
real numbers or real parts of complex numbers in the list.
The reason for handling complex numbers in this way is
to facilitate the user's specifying initial guessesobtained
by digitizing points from plotted equations.
The iterative solver is fasterif it doesnot need to display
iterates,so by default the HP-28C solver does not do so.
However,the user can triggerthe display of current iterates
by pressingany key other than ATTN.Additional pressing
of such keys has no effect and the solver purges the key
buffer when it terminates.PressingATTNalways abortsthe

iterative solver,which then returns a list of the threecurrent
iterateson the display stack and storesthe list in the unknown.
If the HP-2BCcannot obtain at least two values in the
domain of f(x) using the initial guess(es)of the unknown,
then it leaves the unknown unchanged and displays Bad
If the HP-2BCcannot obtain a slope,then it leaves
Guess(es).
the unknown unchangedand displays Constant.
Otherwise,
the HP-2BCoverwritesthe initial contentsof the unknown
during the search process.When the search is complete,
the solver returns a messageand an exact or approximate
solution on the display stack and storesthe solution in the
unknown. The HP-2BCdisplays the messageExtremum
if it
exhauststhe search interval without finding a change of
sign. If it finds a changeof sign but not an exact numerical
solution, it displays SignReversal.
If it finds an exact numerical solution, it displays Zero.
The solver application menu has labeled softkeys that
can be pressedto evaluate the left and right sides of the
current equation for the current values of the equation's
variables.The usercan use thesekeysto inspect the quality
of a solution in more detail.
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ElectronicDesignof An Advanced
TechnicalHandheldGalculator
by PrestonD. Brown,GregoryJ. May,and MeghaShyam
HE DESIGN of an advanced handheld calculator
such as the HP-2BCrequires solutions of some special problems:how to packagethe systemin a limited
space,how to provide power from three small batteriesfor
six months, how to keep the cost down, and how to release
the new design in less than 18 months. These challenges
were met by designingthree custom CMOS ICs, packaging
the electronics using chip-on-board and surface-mount
technologies,and using powerful designaids. The HP-2BC
includes a four-line liquid-crystal display (LCD), 12BK
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bytes of ROM, 2K bytes of RAM, a clock, and an infrared
transmitterfor sendingdatato an optional detachedprinter.
The HP-18CBusinessConsultant contains the same electronics, but only one ROM.
The electronic design (Fig. r) of the HP-ZaCprovides a
20x improvement in computational speed over its predecessor,the HP-15C.Custom ICs and custom packaging
were required to achievethis functionality on a small circuit board measuring3 by 1.5 inches.
A hybrid board design (seearticle on page 25) is used

Fig. 1. Syslern block diagram.

for the entire system.Two display drivers and the CPU are
bonded directly to the front of the printed circuit board
using 263 bonds. Two ROMs in flatpacks and the rest of
the discrete components are placed on the back of the
board. Pressurecontacts are made from the board to the
LCD on the front, and from the board to the keyboard on
the back. The use of chip-on-boardtechnologyhas proven
to be reliable and cost effective.
Gustom Microprocessor
Commercially availablemicroprocessorshave a number
of limitations that make them unsuitable for use in a calculator.They require too much power, many support chips,
regulated supplies, or a wide system bus which takes up
too much room on a printed circuit board. Hence,a custom
microprocessorwas developed for the HP-28C to avoid
these problems.
The processorused in the earlierHP-718Handheld Computerl was an excellent starting point for the design; this
processoralready met the low-power and interconnectrequirements,but it would not run at 3V (the minimum battery voltage).By porting the designinto the newer, smaller
CMOSG process,the part price and the power supply requirements were reduced and the speed was increased.
At the sametime, new instructions were added to improve
data manipulation and the interrupt structure was enhanced.
The instruction set of the processoris highly optimized
for binary-coded decimal operations on both integer and
real numbers.The main working registersin the processor
are 64 bits long and are broken into three fields: the exponent, the mantissa,and the sign fields. Individual nibbles
or bytes of the registerscan be handled independently.
The processorhas 16 input pins and L2 general-purpose
output pins, some of which are used to scanthe keyboard.
Most of the work of scanningthe keyboardis the responsibility of the firmware including the scan sequence,key
debouncing,and type-aheadbuffer.Hardwareis kept simple.

Bus Definition
To reduceprintedcircuitboardarea,thebuswidth must
be limited. A four-bit multiplexed command and databus
may seem to be an extreme solution, but is necessaryto
savespace.The challengeis to maintain reasonableperformancewith a four-bit bus. EachIC in the systemmaintains
its own copy of the 20-bit program counter (PC)and a data
pointer (DPJwhich are only broadcaston the bus when
necessary.After a read operation to an addresspointed to
by the PC, each IC automatically increments its copy of
the PC. Therefore,the PC need only be updated if a branch
is taken. In this case,the PC must be reloaded.The comis placed on the bus followed by the five
mand LOADPC
nibbles of the new address.The other fifteenbus commands
include startingreadsand writes to the addresspointed to

Fig,2. Layout and architecture of display driver chip
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by the PC or DP, loading the DP, and resetting and configuring the system.
Another feature of this bus definition is soft configuration, which allows the memory spaceto be allocated as
desired.A daisy-chainsignal is routed from one IC to the
next. If an IC has not yet been configured, it drives its
daisy-out(DO)line low. When its daisy-in (Dl)line is high,
the IC responds to identification and configuration commands which place it in the addressspace.Once configured, the IC's Do line goes high so that the next chip in
the chain can be configured.
The bus consistsof 10 pins: data (pins 0 to 3), cDN(signals
if the transfer is a command or dataJ,STRN(system strobe),
Dl, DO,Voe,and GND.The bus supports data transfer at up
to one megabyte/second.
However,in the HP-2BCthe transfer rate is limited to 32s kilobvtes/secondbecauseof other
limitations.
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DisplayDrivers
The liquid-crystal display requires 1B4 drivers. Since
there are too many pins to be driven by a single IC, two
identical display driver ICs (Fig. 2) are used, each driving
92 lines. Each driver IC also requires 20 additional pins
for a total of 112 pins per IC. Other systemneeds are also
integratedonto the display drivers; the CPU and ROM are
the only features that would not fit becauseof area limitations.
The 32-waymultiplexed (seewaveformsin Fig. 3) liquidcrystal display requires up to nine volts peak-to-peakto
operate.This presentedsome difficulty since the CMOSG
processallows only sevenvolts maximum becauseof two
problems. First, the process' polysilicon field threshold
runs around 12V and there would be significant subthreshold conduction at nine volts. Second, although a
p-channeltransistorcan handle the high electricfields produced, an n-channel FET would only last a short time
before it was damaged.To live within these constraints,
restrictedlayout rules and circuit designswere developed
to allow nine-volt operation. The layout rule changesincluded increasingthe minimum gatelength, increasingthe
polysilicon-to-diffusion spacing, eliminating polysilicon
p-well crossings,and not allowing two transistorsto share
the samegatepolysilicon. By making use of a supply level
alreadyneededfor the display, VM;D(1.8V),two n-channel

(b)

Fig.4. (a)High-voltage
inverter.(b)Nine-volt
interfacecircuit
for supplyingdisplay drivers.
devices can be placed in seriesand biased to maintain a
voltage drop of less than seven volts acrosseach of them
(seethe high-voltageinverter in Fig. 4a).
While the majority of the system is powered by three
N-cell batteries(4.5V),the display drivers need nine volts.
Therefore, an interface circuit was necessaryto provide
-t-4.5V. The high-voltageinverter could allow a 0-to-4.5V
logic input to produce a t4.5V output, but current drains
would be high since both the pull-up and pull-down transistors are on when the input is at ground. However, by
incorporating two high-voltage inverters into a latch (Fig.
ab), the full voltage swing is placed acrossthe inputs of
both inverters. and no dc current flows.

15.6ms
lcycle+l
(64Hz)

|

Flg. 3. Mu ltiplexed waveforms for
driving liquid-crystal display.
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Programmable Switching Supply
The power supply usesonly three discrete components
and a 50-to-150-kHzclock signal to generatea negative
display supply (Vonep,-4.5V) from a 2.7-1o-6Yinput. The
other display voltages are generated by buffering voltages
(4.5V)and VesEp.
from a resistordivider strungbetweenVDD
The negative supply is adjusted versus ambient temperature by comparing the voltage from a string of three parasitic
npn transistorsto the voltage from a switched capacitor
divider driven by Voner. A s-bit register which directly
varies the ratio of this divider gives the user control of the
display contrast by altering the negative supply voltage
with respectto Vpe.
System Functions
Other featuresnecessaryto complete the system are integrated onto the display driver (see Fig. 2). A two-port
RAM consisting of ninety-two 32-bit words is used for a
display bit map. The read-only second port is formed by
the addition of a secondword line, a secondbit line, and
two transistors to the basic static RAM cell (see Fig. 5J.
Eachdisplay driver alsoprovides 1K bytesof systemRAM.
In the low-battery detection circuit, the supply voltage
Vpeis divided down and comparedto a bandgapreference.
The reference produces 1.3V+15 mV over process variations and the operating temperature range of -30 to

Bit 2

Fig. 5. Static RAM cells. (a) Traditional static RAM. (b) HP-lBC
and HP-2BCdisplay RAM cell.

+ 75"c.
Display control logic handles the display refresh and
synchronization of multiple chips.
A 32-bit crystal-controlled timer provides a real-time
clock and other timing functions.
A flexible I/O pin allows TTl-level serial communications and several other I/O possibilities. In the HP-1BC and
HP-2BC Calculators, this pin drives an infrared LED transmitter for sending data to an optional printer with an infrared receiver. The timer and I/O sections provide minimal
hardware support for these features; as much of the complexity as possible is handled by the firmware.
512K-Bit ROM
The third custom IC used in the HP-2BC is a 512K-bit
ROM. One or two ROMs in flatpack packages are soldered
to the back of the hybrid circuit board. The ROMs are not
bonded directly to the board for three reasons. First, by
placing the ROMs in separate packages the HP-2BC and all
language versions of the HP-1BC can be produced by simply
loading the boards with a different ROM. Second, that
much ROM would consume a large amount of tester memory and is best tested separately. Third, the CPU and display
drivers require most of the room on the front of the board,
and directly bonding chips to both sides of the board is
not practical.

Fig. 6. Architecture of 512K-bn
ROM chip.
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Early in the development cycle it became apparent that
a high-density CMOS process was essential to help keep
the cost of the product at realistic levels. Hence, this ROM
chip was designed using a third-generation CMOS process
developed at HP's Northwest Integrated Circuits Division.
The chip architecture (Fig. 6) consists of four 12SK-bit
quadrants, each organized in 512 rows and 256 columns.
The data from each quadrant is read four nibbles at a time.
Considerable design effort went into minimizing power
supply drain by the ROM in both the operating and standby
modes. Our design approach incorporates decoded virtual
ground drivers so that only part of each quadrant is active
at any time. The use of virtual ground drivers minimizes
precharge current contribution to the operating current.
Our choice for the ROM core cell is the so-called X core,
where the polysilicon word line snakes around the island
line at 45" angles. The traditional diffusion resistance to
ground is not present in this design, which eliminates
periodic ground bus lines. Data from the ROM core is
sensed by special differential sense amplifiers that detect
the difference between the selected cell and a dummy cell.
The ROM is island programmable, which implies that a
one or zero is detected by the presence of an island completing the transistor. The design calls for the ROM to operate
from 3.0 to 5.5 volts with 200-ns accesstime at 65"C.
The ROM interfaces to the CPU using the 4-bit data bus
and two control lines. For proper operation, the chip needs
only 11 pads. The chip was designed to be configurable in
the address space of the CPU either by hard configuration
(i.e., the address is predefined and set) or soft configuration
(i.e, the address can be mapped anywhere in the CPU address space). The interface of the ROM core with the CPU
consists of a command decoder and two 20-bit program
counter and data pointer registers.
The CMOS process development played a key role in
the availability of the ROMs. Some of the principal characteristics of this new CMOS process are:
r It is an n-well process, as contrasted to previous p-well
processes.
r It uses p-type epitaxial silicon on a p + substrate instead
of a monocrystalline silicon structure.
I 5 x optical steppers are used for all critical lithography
levels.
I The metal interconnection layers (first and second) have
a linewidth-spacing pitch of 4.0 pm.
r The polysilicon lines are drawn 2.8 p,m wide and are
placed at least 1.2 /rm apart.
r The islands that define p-channel or n-channel transistor
widths are 2.8 pm wide.
r The n-channel and p-channel threshold voltages are
0.75V and symmetrical.
I The effective size of a minimum-geometry device is 1.8
pm wide and 1.3 plm long.
r The maximum operating voltage is 5.5V.
ESD and EMI Design Gonsiderations
From the very beginning of the project, the design goal
for electrostatic discharge (ESD) protection was to eliminate any breakdowns through the case with the calculator
placed on a reference ground plane for discharges up to
25 kV. Hence, the emphasis on sealing the product with
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an RTV compound was partly because of ESD requirements. However, the problem with that design philosophy
is that any one entry point can eliminate all chances of
success. In this case, the weak point was the battery door.
Interestingly enough, the observed arc path was from the
battery door to the battery case and over through the electronics to the CPU key lines. The reason for this was simple-the keyboard provides a larger capacitance to reference ground than anything else in the product (i.e., the
highest charge path is through the electronics). The solution is to isolate the keyboard using a series resistance and
to provide an alternate path for this charge with an appropriately placed ground plane. The keyboard-to-ground
capacitance is reduced by inserting a grounded metal shield
between the keyboard and the reference ground. This design at the same time provides an alternate, more desirable
charge path to this internal ground plane because of its
predominant capacitance to the reference ground. This
technique has proven to be quite successful in previous
projects.2
Electromagnetic interference (EMI) generation was not a
problem, mainly because of an early emphasis on proper
printed circuit board layout. Possible RF sources are eliminated by minimizing the physical loop areas created by
the signal and ground return paths, and by laying out the
power and ground lines first on the hybrid. This is an
extremely quiet product, considering its speed capabilities.

Tools
An aggressiveschedulewas met with this project. Since
the CPU was a redesign,the display driver and ROM were
the most critical IC designs.Three months were required
for design,schematicentry, and simulation. Our first prototypes, built six months later, were fully functional.
The Hierarchial CustomDesignSystem,developedat HP
for in-house use, is a highly integratedset of tools running
on HP 9000Computers.The schematiccapturesystemproduces a net list which is fed to the circuit (HP Spice) or
logic simulator.The logic simulator handlesCMOS designs
including bidirectional transmission gates and circuit
fights created, for example, when overdriving crosscoupled inverters to load a latch. A high-level, Pascal-like
languageis used to develop all the test patterns.This languagecan then be compiled for the logic simulator or for
the IC test system.Often the output of the simulator is used
to createthe production test patterns,but recompiling the
high-level languagehas threebenefits.First, changesin the
test patterns can be implemented quickly, without having
to resimulate the entire IC. Second, the test patterns are
well documented.Finally, the featuresof the languagereduce the time required to develop test patterns for both
simulation and production testing.
Standard cells were used whenever possible,but some
layout was done manually while the RAM was drawn by
a module generator.All design rule and electrical errors
in the layout were caught with a hierarchical design rule
check (DRC) and schematic compare program. One error
was caughtin the module generator'swork. With thousands
of dollars of mask charges and months of debugging time
at stake,correct by construction is a nice goal, but it cannot beatcorrectby double checking.The DRCand compare

programran quickly and producedconciselistingsof any
errors.
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Boy Scoutsand likes sailingand volleyball.

Judi Laymanstudied
mechanicalengineeringat
MontanaState University
and receivedherBSMEdeg r e e i n 1 9 8 1 .A f t e rj o i n i n g
HPthe sameyear,she contributedto the designol an
expansionpod for the HP75C PortableComputer
and conlinuedwith it into
produclion.More recentlyshe worked on the
keyboardand flexibleinterconnectdesign for the
HP-18Cand HP-28CCalculators.She's named
coinventoron a patentapplicationrelatedto the articulatinghingefortheHP-18Cand HP-28C.A residentof Corvallis,Oregon,Judi enjoysrunning,
bicycling,volleyball,backpacking,textiles,and
travel.

llark A. Smith
Mark Smithjoined HP in
1980,the same year he
graduatedwitha BSMEdegree from California
PolytechnicStateUniversityat SanLuisObispo.He
has worked on the design
and productionof a
numberof portablecomI
puter and calculatorprodu c t s ,i n c l u d i n gt h e H P - 1 0 ,H P - 1 5 CH
, P - 1 6 CH
, P18C, and HP-28CCalculators,and the HP-75D
PortableComouter.He'salsothe authorof an article on the flex circuitthat is used in the HP-18C
and HP-28C.Born in Livermore.California.Mark
now lives in Corvallis,Oregon.He's marriedand
hastwo sons.He'sfinishingworkon the homehe
built and enjoyssoccer and skiing.
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gorithmdevelopmentand hasworkedon a number
ol ROMslor the HP-75Cand HP-71B Computers.
He alsocontributedto the developmentof the HP18C and HP-28CCalculators.He's authoror coauthorot five papers in mathematicsand mathematicalphysicsand is a memberof theAmerican
MathematicalSocietyand the AmericanAssociation for the Advancementof Science.
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Hybrid Printed Circuit

Chong Num Kwee
,. Chong Kwee was born in
' ' Kulai,Malaysla
and af
tended the Universityof
Dundee.HisBScdegreein
mechanicalengineering
was granted in 1981. He
joinedHPupongraduation
: and is now an R&D en':i gineer in the SingaporelC
Operation.His contributionsto the HP-18Cand HP-28Cwere the wirebondingprocessand transferof theassemblyprocessto Singapore.Chongis marriedand is expect
ing his first child this year.

Cornelis D. Hoekslra
W i t hH Ps i n c e1 9 7 7C
. asey
Hoekstrahas held a
numberof processand tesl
engineerpositions.He has
5t worked on thermal printheads, plasmadeposrtion,
phololithography,
and
CMOSlC yieldand reliability. Born in Schyindel,The
/r
i
tNetherlands,
\ g u t v t t d t t u > , Ihe
t v sserved
trt vEU d
as
a medicinthe U.S.Armyand lhen studiedphysics
at the Universityof Oregon.His BS degree was
grantedin 1976and his MA in 1977.Caseyand his
wife and two daughterslive rn Corvallis,Oregon.
Mountainclimbing,hiking,and gardeninghead his
ilst of leisureactivities.
"

Symbolic Computation

RobortE. Dunlap
CharliePattonearneda
PhD degree in mathematics from the StateUniver
sity of New York at Stony
Brook in 1977and was a
mathematicsprofessorat
the Universityof Utah beforecomingto HPin 1982.
He's a specialistin mathematical software and al-

Bob Dunlapstartedat HP
in 1976as a waferfabricationengineerand is nowa
project leader for R&D
packaging.He has been
responsiblefor developing
hybrid PC boardsfor the
HP-41C, HP-85A,HP-86A,
HP-75C,and HP-71B Computersand for the HP-18C
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and HP-28CCalculators.Bornin La Jolla,California, he completed work for his BS degree in
chemistryfrom SanJose StateUniversityin 1966.
He was a waferfabricationengineerbeforecoming
to HP.Bob is married,hasfourchildren,and lives
in Corvallis,
Oregon.Outsideof workhe enjoysskiing, boating,and backpacklng.

Brucc R. Heuge
A graduateof OregonState
University,Bruce Hauge
completedwork for his BS
in chemicalengineeringin
1979.He worked as an
R&D engineerfor CordisDow Companybeforecomi n g t o H P i n 1 9 8 1 .A n l C
a'
packagingengineer,he
V,
,
hasworkedonouadoacks
;
printedcircujt board
for HP-10SeriesCalculators,
hybridsfor severalhandheldcomputersand calculators,and pin-grid array packages.An Oregon
native,Brucewas bornin Salemand nowlivesin
Corvallis.
He'smarriedand hastwodaughters.His
outsideinterestsincludechurchactivites,personal
computers,playingguitar,and recordingmusic.

With HP since 1977,Paul
VanLoanspecializesin IC
packagedevelopmenland
is a projectmanagerforthe
company's Northwest lC
Division.Hisfirstprojectat
HP involvedthe development and productionof
LCDs. Later,he contributed to work on the HP10C, HP-15C,HP-16C,and HP-41CCalculators.
His work on ceramic and refractorymaterialsand
on thickjilm resistorformulationshas resultedin
three patents.He's also the authorofover 25 papersinthefieldsof mineralogy,materialsscience,
hybrid microelectronics,
and displaytechnology.
Bornin Toronto,Canada.Paulearneda BSin earth
sciencesin 1957and an MSin mineralogyin 1958
from the Universityof Toronto.He continuedhis
studiesat McGill University,from which he re-

ceivedhisPhDdegreein crystallography
in 1968.
His prolessionalexperiencebeforecoming to HP
includedthe developmentof LCDsand flatpanel
displaysand thick{ilm and thin{ilm hybrids.He
and hiswifeand twochlldrenare residentsof Corvallis,Oregon.His hobbiesincludegardening,
music,running,hiking,and readingto hischildren.

30-Equation

Solver

Paul J. McClellan
An Oregon natjve,Paul
McClellanreceivedhis BS
in physicsand mathematics in 1974fromthe Universityof Oregonand his PhD
in statisticsin 1984 from
OregonState University.
Beforecoming to HP in
1979 he developedsoftware for digitalmeasurementsystemapplicatlonsand for robotcalibration.
At HP, he has contributedto the developmentof
a seriesof calculatorsand handheldcomputers,
includingthe HP-15CCalculator,HP-71B Computer, HP-]8C, and HP-28C.He'scoauthorof a May
1983 HP Journalarticleon the HP-15C.Paulwas
bornin Salemand livesin Corvallis.He'sa member
of CorvallisMountainRescueand enjoysNordic
and alpine skiing,rock climbing,mountainclimbing, and reading.
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relatedto diodes, GaAs characterization,
and
solid-statedevices,and hisworkin thesefieldshas
led to fourpatents.He'salsoan adjunctprofessor
at OregonStateUniversity
and teachescourseson
VLSIdesign.A residentof Lewisburg,Oregon,
Meghais maniedand has threechildren.He'sactivein the Baha'ilaithand enjoysmeetingpeople,
reading,and listeningto music.

Handheld Calculator Electronics]]

ilegha Shyam
A nativeof India,Megha
Shyamreceivedhis BSEE
degree lrom the Indianlnstituteof Sciencein 1961
and hisPhDin electricalen., gineeringfrom Stanford
Universilyin 1967. He
worked for several companies,includingFairchild
Semiconductor.Bell &
Howell,and Data General,beforejoiningHP in
1977.He has contributedto the design of integrated circuitsfor the HP-858and HP-75CComputers,was projectleaderfor the card readerfor
theHP-71B Computer,
anddesignedportionsof the
HP-18Cand HP-28C.He'sthe authorof 14 oaoers

PrestonBrownjoinedHPin
1981 and has contributed
to the developmentof the
HP-lL modulefor the HP718 HandheldComputer,
to theThinkJetPrinter,and
to the lC designand system
d e s i g nl o r t h e H P - 4 1 C
HandheldCompuler.He
was responsiblefor the display driver lC and was a productionengineerfor
the HP-18C Calculator.He haswrittentwo oaoers
for internalHPconferenceson lC artworkverification and on a displaydriver. Born in Pensacola,
Florida,Prestonstudjed electricalengineeringat
the University
of Florida(BSEE1981). He'snowa
residentofPhilomath,
Oregonand likesskilngand
hiking.

GregoryJ. May
Greg Maywas bornin Dayton, Ohio and earned a
BSEEdegreein 1980from
the University
of Tennessee
at Knoxville.After coming
to HP the same year, he
worked on the power supply and memoryboard for
the HP-75CPortableComputer and laterwas a productionengineerfor the product.He has also
workedon the HP-94HandheldComouterand on
bar code wands. His contributionfor the HP-18C
and HP-28CCalculators
was the analogdesignlor
the displaydriver lC and systemESD and EMl.
Greg and his wife and daughterare residentsof
Corvallis,Oregon.He'san amaleurradiooperator
(KB40X)and woodworkerand recentlyrestoreda
1972Fiat124 Spyder.He'salsoworkingtowardan
MBA degree lrom Oregon StateUniversity.
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